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Abstract 
This article builds on a tutorial introduction to universal algebra for language theory (Courcelle, 
Theoret. Comput. Sci. 163 (1996) l-54) and extends it in two directions. First, nondeterministic 
operations are considered, i.e., operations which give a set of results instead of a single one. 
Most of their properties concerning recognizability and equational definability carry over from 
the ordinary case with minor modifications. Second, inductive sets of evaluations are studied 
in greater detail. It seems that they are handled most naturally in the framework presented 
here. We consider the analogues of top-down and bottom-up tree transducers. Again, most of 
their closure properties are maintained. We relate them to the logical theory of finite relational 
structures and hypergraphs. Our central theorem says that every transduction which is definable 
in counting monadic second-order logic is a bottom-up transduction on term representations. 
Finally, several examples indicate that one cannot hope for decidable logical theories in the 
presence of unbounded nondeterminism. @ 1998-Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 
Notions of recognizable and context-free sets in general algebras were introduced 
in [26]. The idea was that an element of any algebra can be represented as a term 
over a suitable signature and that a tree automaton can run on this representation. If 
the outcome depends only on the value of the term then it makes sense to say that 
the automaton either accepts or rejects the element. An automaton is thus essentially 
a homomorphism into a finite algebra. A definition of context-free sets which can be 
generalized is that as a least solution of a recursive system of equations or, equivalently, 
as the set of normal forms of a ground term rewriting system. 
These notions have been applied to graph rewriting systems to define properly the 
concepts of recognizable or context-free sets of graphs [4,3,6, lo]. The algebraic (syn- 
tactic) framework was nicely complemented by a logical (semantical) characterization 
[6-8, 12, 13,221. It turned out that properties definable in counting monadic second- 
order logic (CMSOL) are recognizable. Moreover, the evaluation mapping as a trans- 
duction from terms (tree representations) to graphs can also be defined in CMSOL. 
All operations on graphs are deterministic in the papers we have read. Now the ques- 
tion arises whether there are suitable nondeterministic operations which are interesting 
and for which some of the results still hold. It is not hard to imagine that recog- 
nizability could rely on nondeterministic automata [19,30]. We will consider several 
variants, but in general they are not equivalent to deterministic automata and therefore 
lack some closure properties. This seems to destroy the connection with logic unless 
the nondetetminism is “equational”, hence can be simulated with deterministic oper- 
ations. Unlike recognizability, equational definability (and ground term rewriting) are 
applicable without change. 
Nondeterministic automata can be naturally generalized to produce output. Again, 
if the results do not depend on the term representations of input and output, they 
induce a transformation between algebras [25, 15, 18, 171. We mainly use transducers, 
the algebraic analogue of linear bottom-up tree transducers. They are more general 
and possess better closure properties than inductive sets of evaluations, which in turn 
correspond to linear top-down tree transducers. Transducers are again complemented 
by a logical notion, namely the definable transductions, which describe transformations 
of graphs without using term representations. We are able to prove that the effect of 
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every definable transduction (definable in CMSOL) can be achieved by a transducer. 
This generalizes the main theorems in [ 13,6] and carries the correspondence between 
definability and recognizability to transformations. 
The article is organized as follows. Below we will fix some notations and recall some 
facts of universal algebra. The algebraic properties of nondeterministic operations are 
considered in Sections 3 and 4. We compare different formulations of recognizabil- 
ity which are equivalent in the deterministic case. Equational sets are only touched 
upon shortly. The next section introduces transducers and lists their closure proper- 
ties. Section 6 introduces finite relational structures together with operations on them. 
Counting monadic second-order logic is used to express their properties. The heart is 
Theorem 6.20, which establishes the close connection between both descriptions. The 
last section tries to give some reasons why monadic second-order logic does not seem 
to allow unbounded nondeterminism. 
2. Preliminaries 
After introducing some notation we turn to universal algebra. We define there what 
we consider as a nondeterministic operation. 
2.1. Some notation 
We denote by N the set of nonnegative integers and by N+ the set of positive 
ones. We set [n] = {l,..., n} for n 20 (with [0] = 0). All numbers in this article are 
integers, and therefore n E N and 12 3 0 are equivalent statements. The powerset of a 
set A is written !B (A). IA] is the cardinality of a set A. 
The set of finite sequences of elements from a set A is called A*. We write sequences 
as al . . . a,,, ai E A, n 2 0. F is the empty sequence. The length of a sequence a’ E A* is 
la’]. If f: A -+ B is a mapping, we write f*: A* -+ B” for its unique extension to A*. 
For C CA, f 1 C denotes the restriction of f to C. 
For a relation R, we use the notations (al,. . . ,a,) E R and R(al,. . . , a,) interchange- 
ably. If R is a binary relation, we write a R b instead of (a, b) E R. If R, S are binary 
relations (or mappings) then S o R denotes their composition (first R, then S). Rf is 
the transitive closure of R. If R is an equivalence relation on A, [a]R is the equiv- 
alence class of a E A modulo R and B/R = {[b]Rjb E B} for B C A. Accordingly, 
[ 1~: A + A/R is the canonic sutjection. These notations are extended to families of 
sets and equivalence relations without notice. 
We write S k ij if S is a structure that satisfies the logical formula $. More 
generally, if $ contains IZ free variables xi , . . . ,x, in some specified order and d 1,. . . , d, 
are appropriate values for them in S then S k \I/(dl, . . . , d,) means that S satisfies 
$ under the assignment x; := di,i E [n]. We write tj[xi := tl,. . . ,x, := t,] for the 
simultaneous substitution of terms t I,. . . , tn for variables xi,. . . ,xn in $. Likewise, t[c := 
tc j c E C] is the simultaneous substitution of terms tc for constants c E C in t. 
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2.2. Universal algebra 
This subsection recalls some facts about relational magmas (algebras). We formulate 
definitions and results in terms of category theory. This is not necessary, of course, but 
shortens the exposition. It may also help to avoid confusion because products (used 
for product automata in Section 3.1) are not Cartesian products. 
Definition 2.1 (continuous, relational, total, functional). A mapping f: ‘$3 (A41 ) x . . . x 
‘u(K) -+ V (W is 
l continuous if f( . . . . UiENXki,. ..) = Ui,N f(. ..,Xki ,...) for every chain 
/&a c . . . Lx& cxki+l & . . . slbfk. 
l relational if it satisfies one of the following three equivalent conditions: 
- .f(...,IJi,,xk~>... > = IJi,, f (. . . txki,. .> f or every set I and _& G Mk. In partic- 
ular, f (. . . ,0,. . .) = 0. 
- f(& ,..., X,) = {m E Ml(3m~ E X~)...(Sn, E X,)(ml,..., m,,m) E _i} is 
derived from fLMi x . . . XIV,, xM. 
- fWl,...,X,) = UC, ,,,,_, M.)EX,X...XXn~(ml,...,m,) is derived from ?:M x . . . x 
Mfl--) Y(M). 
0 total if f (Xl,. .,X,) = 0 implies & = 0 for some k E [n]. 
0 functional if f(Xl,. . .,X,) = {f(mi , . . . ,m,)jmk E &,k E [n]} is derived from 
f:M, x . . . x M,, +M. 
Functional mappings are relational and total. Compositions of continuous (functional) 
mappings are continuous (functional). This does not hold for relational or total map- 
pings in general. 
Definition 2.2 (signature). A signature consists of a set Y of sorts, a set 9 of op- 
erations, and two mappings LX: B + Y* (arguments) and p: F -+ Y (result) which 
together give the type cI( f )p(f) of f E 9”. 
We keep the signature fixed in the sequel. 
The following definition is not standard. It mixes what is normally called a magma 
with the powerset magma. 
Definition 2.3 (magma, homomorphism). A magma M consists of a set MS for every 
s E Y and a relational mapping f~: 5J.I (MS, ) x . . x !$5 (Ms.) --) ‘p (MS) for every 
SEFoftypest . . .s,s. One can assume that the M, are pairwise disjoint. 
A relational homomorphism cp:M + M’ consists of a relational mapping (ps: 
‘$3 (MS) ---f ‘$3 (M,‘) for every s E Y such that 
rp,u4(~1,..‘, xl)) =f~,(cp,,(~l),...,4o,~(x,)) 
for every f E 9 of type si . . . s,s and for all sets Xi 2 MS,, i E [n]. 
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A Cfinctional) homomorphism cp: M -+ M’ is a relational homomorphism such that 
each cps: !J.J (MS) -+ @ (Mi)), s E 9, is functional. Equivalently, 
(cp,,(ml),...,~,~((m,),~,(m)) E ?M/ * (mi,-.-Ymn,m) E Jo 
for every f E 9 of type si . . . S,J and for all rni E MSt, i E [n], m E MS. 
What is usually called an operation is just a functional mapping. Besides that, for 
example, set intersection is an operation in our sense. 
Magmas and (functional or relational) homomorphisms form a category. Such a 
category is called functional or relational according to the kind of homomorphisms. 
Magmas are called total (functional) if all operations are total (functional). A relational 
category is total if magmas and (relational) homomorphisms are total. 
Lemma 2.4 (products). A relational category has all products. 
Notation: The coproduct S of a family Si, i E I, in the category of sets consists of the 
disjoint union l+JiE, Si and inclusions Si + S, s H i.s. 
Proof. The product M = ni,, Mi of a family Mi, i E I, consists of 
MS = u Mi, 
iEI 
for every s E 9’ and 
f‘44: WI ,...,XI) ++ U f~~(ni,,(~l),...,ni,.(X,>> 
iEI 
for every f E F of type si . . . s,,s, together with projections rti, i E I, where 
7tis:X ~-f {m E Mi, / i.m E X} 
for every s E Y. A family of relational homomorphisms Cpi : L + Mi, i E I, induces 
the relational homomorphism rp : L -+ M such that 
cPslXH &J%,(X) 
iEI 
for every s E Y. 0 
We write Ml x M2 for nieI,,2) Mi as usual, although it is not the Cartesian product. 
Let us note that a total category still has a terminal object M, which is different, 
however: MS = {s} for every s E 9, and the operations are fully determined. 
Lemma 2.5 (term magma). A relational category has an initial object, called the term 
magma F(F). 
It also has all coproducts, but we will not need them. 
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Proof. F(9) consists of 
~={(ftl...fnIf~~,~(f)=~,~l(f)=~~...~,,tk l z~,,k~[n]} 
(defined simultaneously) for every s E 9, and 
fs:vl ,...,xl)H {fh . ..&I& E&k E [n]) 
for every f E 9 of type st . . . s,s. The initial relational homomorphism val: F(F) -+ 
M evaluates terms in 44. 0 
Definition 2.6 (generate). The initial relational homomorphism val: F(F) -+ M 
generates M if MS = UtEK,(sjval({t}) for every s E Y. 
Now we extend the notation for the term magma. 
Definition 2.7 (term, derived operation). Let x1 . . .xk, k 3 0, be a sequence (without 
repetitions) of variables together with a mapping p: {xi,. . . ,xk} + Y. The set of 
terms of sort s E Y, z(F,xt , . . . ,Xk ), is defined (simultaneously for all s E 9) as 
the smallest set containing 
{x E {Xl,..., Xk)b(X) = d 
and 
{ftl . ..tnlf l ~-,~(f)=~,~(f)=~l...~~,tj~~(~-,~l,..., Xk),iE[n]} 
as subsets. 
A term is linear if it contains every variable at most once. 
A term t of sort s E Y over x1 . . .xk induces a derived operation M(t): ‘$3 (MPcx,)) x 
. . . x q (IVY) + ‘+I# (AC&) on every magma M according to the following inductive 
definition: M(Xi ): (xl, . . . , xk ) H Xi is the ith projection and M(ftl . . . t,) = fM o 
(M(tl), . . . ,M(t,)) the composition. 
Immediate consequences are that 
M(t[x, := t1,. . .,x, := t,]> = M(t) 0 (AI( * . . ,M(t,)) 
and qn, o M(t) = M’(t) o (cps,, . . . , cps, ) for a relational homomorphism q : M -+ M’. 
Linear terms induce relational operations. 
Definition 2.8 (context). A context c of type SISZ in a magma A4 is a (relational) 
mapping 
c : ‘p OK, 1 + 9 MQ >, x ++ wtw3G,~~~ At) 
such that t E z2(F,x1 ,...,x,) is linear, p(xt) =si, andXi&A4p(x,), iE [n]\[l]. We 
write q(c) for the mapping 
Q(M,:)--t ‘?-J(J,Q, xHM’(t)(X,~QS2(X2),...,~PS”(Xn)) 
where cp : M -+ M’ is a relational homomorphism. 
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3. Recognizable sets 
We will introduce four notions of recognizability and compare them. The first two, 
I-recognizability and V-recognizability by nondeterministic automata, lack closure un- 
der complement. Both notions are dual to each other and both have an equivalent 
formulation as a set of predicates and as syntactic equivalences. Their main purpose 
is to state this equivalence in full generality. A similar statement can be made for 
their common restriction, which can be formulated with congruence relations. Recog- 
nizability by deterministic automata, the fourth concept, is already very similar to the 
standard notion. The reader may want to confer [lo] as a standard reference. 
3.1. Nondeterministic recognizability 
Definition 3.1 (locally jnite magma, automaton, recognizable set). A magma M is 
locally jinite if M, is finite for every s E Y. 
A (nondeterministic) automaton on a magma M is a triple (a,A,F), where 
rr : M ---f A is a relational homomorphism, A is a locally finite magma, and F 2 A, 
for some s E Y. 
A set R C 44, is Srecognizable if R = {m E MS ) a,( {m}) n F # S}. A set R 2 MS is 
V-recognizable if R = {m E M, ) o,({m}) C F}. 
Definition 3.2 (set of predicates). A set of predicates 9 for a magma A4 is given by 
a mapping a : 9 + Y (cc(p) is called the sort of p) and an interpretation i, 2 MatP) 
for every p E 9. 
A set of predicates 9 is locally finite if P’s = {p E .c? ( a(p) = s} is finite for every 
s E Y. 
A set of predicates 9 is 3P-inductive if, for every p E 8, and every f E .F 
of type st . . . sns, there exist k E N and pii,. . . , pik E 9,, i E [n], such that for all 
&cM,8,i~[n]:f~(Xt,...,Xn)flj#0ifandonlyif 
V A qn$jifO. 
iE[k] jE[nl 
Similarly, a set of predicates 9 is V&-inductive if for all X, C: M,,, i E [n]: 
j-,&Y,, . . ,X,) C j? if and only if 
or, equivalently, 9 under the complementary interpretation (p E 9 is interpreted by 
IV,(,) \ j) is 3F-inductive. 
The sequence ~11 . . . plk . . . p,,l . . . p,& is called a decomposition of p relative to f 
in both cases. 
Definition 3.3 (syntactic equivalence). Let M be a magma and R GM,.. The syntactic 
Sequiuafence with respect to R is the family of relations wS on ‘$ (M,), s E Y, such 
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that X -S X’ if, for all contexts c of type ST, c(X) fi R # k?~ w c(X’) fl R # 0. 
The syntactic ‘d-equivalence with respect to R is the family of relations wS on !@ (n/r)), 
s E 9, such that X wS X’ if, for all contexts c of type sr, c(X) CR w c(P) C R. 
A family of equivalence relations wS on 5j3 (MS), s E Y, is locally finite if ‘$3 @4)/-S 
is finite for every s E Y. 
Proposition 3.4 (equivalence 1). Let Q range ouer { 3, V}. The following conditions 
for a set R are equivalent: 
(1) R is Q-recognizable by a (nondeterministic) automaton (o,A, F) on M. 
(2) R = p, p E 9, where CP’ is a locally Jinite, Q-P-inductive set of predicates for M. 
(3) The syntactic Q-equivalence N with respect o R is locally finite. 
(1) + (2) and (2) + (3) are as in [lo]. (2) + (1) is simple and uses nondeter- 
minism. We only consider the case Q = 3. 
Proof. (1) implies (2): Let R C M, and define 
9 = b4MS$% 3 
a(p) = r, a(a) = s for a E A,, 
i, = {m E n/r,lor({m}) nF # 0) , 
4 = {m E M+)la E aEd(m . 
We have 
for every f E 9 of type si . . .sns, and similarly for j?. 
(2) implies (1): Let 
h:(~1,...,&) H {a E 91 V A aji E xi} ,
iE[kl jC[nl 
where all . ..alk...anl . . . a& is a decomposition of a relative to f. The mapping fA is 
relational. It is easy to check that 
is a relational homomorphism from M to A. So we can set F = {p}. 
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(2) implies (3): Define a family of equivalence relations x, on ‘$ (MS), s E 9’: 
XeSX’ 
means that, for all a E .6PS, 
xnhf0 e x’ns#0. 
This family is locally finite and refines the syntactic S-equivalence. 
(3) implies (2): Let R C hfr and define an equivalence relation M, on the set of 
contexts of type sr, s E Y: 
means that, for all X EM,, 
cl(X)nR#0 M c&r)nR#B. 
(Actually, we have to test this only for the finitely many classes [Xl,, in ‘$3(K)/-,.) 
Let g be the finite set of all contexts of type sr modulo M, and define 
ci = {m E M,~c({wz}) n R # 0,~ E a} . 
We have 
fM(xl,..., x,)nci f 0 w c(fM(xl,...,xn))nR f 0, c E a 
for each f E 9 of type sl . . . sns and a E PS. (Clearly, the choice of c E a does not 
matter.) The outcome depends only on [fM(Xl,. . . ,X,,)]NS, hence allows only finitely 
many classes [Xi]-,, , i E [n]. Consider the jth combination of representatives Xii C M,, , 
. . .) X, E MSn and let Qij, i E [tt], be the class of context Xij H c( f M(Xlj, . . . ,X,)) (of 
type sir) modulo zS,, c E a. Then the condition above is equivalent o 
v A m-&f0. 
j iE[nl 
This proves 3-8-inductivity. Finally, R = j, where p is the equivalence class of the 
identity (defined by the term x E %(9,x)). 0 
8 is Srecognizable, and MS is Y-recognizable (take the terminal object for A, the 
induced relational homomorphism for g, and F = B), but not necessarily vice versa 
(Example 4.3 below). The complement of an Srecognizable set is V-recognizable and 
vice versa: Just take the complement of F. We therefore restrict our attention to 3- 
recognizable sets. 
If (01, Al, FI ) Srecognizes RI & MS and (CQ, AZ, F2) &recognizes R2 C_ MS then (cr, Al x 
AZ, F1 M F2) 3-recognizes RI U R2, where cr is the induced relational homomorphism. 
There is no such construction to prove closure under intersection. 
If cp : A4 + M’ is a relational homomorphism and (o,A, F) on M’ !&recognizes 
R’ 5 M,’ then (a o sp, A, F) on A4 Srecognizes {m E M, 1 cps( {m}) rl R’ # 0). 
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If (o,A, F) &recognizes R CM,. and c is a context of type sr then 
(094 {a E 4 I dc)({a)> n F # 0)) 
3recognizes {m E MS j c({m}) fl R # 0). 
Definition 3.5 (congruence). A congruence relation M on a magma A4 consists of an 
equivalence relation =, on M, for every s E Y such that XijMs, = X//Z~, implies 
f~(Xi, . . . ,Xn)/zs = f&Xi’, . . . ,X,‘)/E~ for every f E F of type SI . . .s,s and for all 
sets Xj,X/ CM,,, i E [n]. 
A congruence relation M is locally jinite if M/z is locally finite. 
A set R C MS is z-saturated if m E R and m M, m’ imply m’ E R for all m, m’ E MS. 
Equivalent conditions are: X/M~ n R/zs # 0 implies X n R # 0 for all X GM,, and 
X/zs C R/E~ implies X CR for all X 2 MS. 
Remark 3.6. A syntactic 3equivalence or V-equivalence N consists of congruence 
relations wS, s E Y’, on ‘$3 (MS) in the usual sense - they are compatible with the 
operations of M. But N is not necessarily a congruence relation according to the 
preceding definition, because there may be equivalence classes with respect to -S that 
do not contain singleton sets, 
Remark 3.7. Congruence relations are some kind of bisimulations. Consider, for the 
sake of simplicity, a magma M over a signature with one sort s and such that all 
operations are unary. Then an operation fM, f E 9, is simply a binary relation on MS. 
(Such a magma M is often called a labelled transition system or Kripke structure, 
the elements of MS are the states or possible worlds and the J$* are the transition or 
accessibility relations.) Two elements ml, m2 E MS are bisimilar if, for all f E 9, 
whenever ml fM ml, for some ml, E M, then m2 _& n$ for some rni E MS such that 
m{, $ are bisimilar, and vice versa, whenever m2 fM rnk for some rni E MS then 
ml fM rn{ for some rn{ E II& such that rni, rni are bisimilar. Obviously, if NN is a 
congruence relation on M and ml M, m2 then they are bisimilar. 
With respect to a (nondetetministic) automaton (a,A,F), where c: M + A is a 
(functional) homomorphism, a set R CM, is 3recognizable if and only if it is V- 
recognizable if and only if R = (m E MS ( c?,(m) E F}. 
Lemma 3.8 (equivalence 2). The following conditions for a set R are equivalent. 
(1) R is recognizable by a (nondeterministic) automaton (o,A, F) on M, where o is 
a (functional) homomorphism. 
(2) R is E-saturated, where z is a locally jinite congruence relation on M. 
The proof is as in [lo]. 
Proof. (1) implies (2): R is %-saturated, where m M$ m’ means SS(m) = CS(m’). 
(2) implies (1): The (nondeterminstic) automaton ([ ]=,M/=, R/z:,) recognizes R. 0 
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It follows that the class of such sets is closed under complement and inverse homo- 
morphisms. 0 and M, are, however, not necessarily recognizable. 
Examples for recognizable sets are given below. 
3.2. Deterministic recognizability 
Definition 3.9 (deterministic automaton). An automaton (a,A,F) on a (not necessar- 
ily functional) magma M is deterministic if (T: M -+ A is a (functional) homomorphism 
and A is a functional magma. 
Deterministic recognizability maintains all the closure properties tated above, namely 
closure under complement, union, intersection, inverse homomorphisms and inverse 
contexts. The reason is that closure with respect to union and intersection can be 
proved with the usual (Cartesian!) product automaton. 
With deterministic recognizability the syntactic equivalence recovers its classical 
meaning. 
Proposition 3.10 (equivalence 3). Let N be the syntactic El-equivalence (‘d-equiv- 
alence) with respect to a set R C Mr and define a relation = on M by m + m’ 
* {m} -S {m’} for all m,m’ E MS and for every s E Y. The following five 
conditions for R are equivalent: 
(1) R is deterministically recognizable, 
(2) (3) The syntactic Sequivalence (Y-equivalence) with respect o R is locally jnite 
and satisjes the following condition: m, m’ E fM({ml}, . . . , m, 
. . .s s and for all rn. E M i ,’ (n j!) imp1ies m MS m’ for every f E P of type s1 
(4) (5) The syntactic Zl-equivalence&‘-equivalence) ‘with :kpect to R is locally jinite 
and = is a congruence relation such that f~({m~},...,{m,})/~=,  {[fM({ml}, 
. . . , {mn})]W,Y} for every f E F of type SI . . .s,s and for all mi E M,,, i E [n]. 
Proof. (1) implies (2): We only consider the syntactic &equivalence, but the same 
proof works for the syntactic Y-equivalence. Let (a, A, F) be a deterministic automaton 
on M. We have 
c,(m),G,(m’) E o,(_M{ml},.. .,{m,))) = fA(O,,((ml)),...,o,~((m,)))l 
hence Z,(m) = Jk(c7S,(ml),. . . ,e,,(m,)) = G,(m’). It follows that a(c)(Cs(m)) = 
o(c)(Cs(m’)) for every context c of type sr. Therefore, 
c({m}) n R # 0 * o(c)(z&)) E F 
I a(c)(C,(m’)) E F w c({m’}> n R # 8 
as required. 
(2) implies (4): By assumption, 
.M{mi), . . . , {mn)Ps = {[mlzs) = U{m)L) = Wi4({ml~~. . . y {mn)>lN,> 
for any m E fM({ml}, . . . , {m,}). It is easy to see that x is a congruence relation. 
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(4) implies (1): The following automaton (o,A,F) is deterministic and recognizes 
R: A, = 15&/=~, 7’: (al,. . . ,a,) H [&(a~, . . . ,un)lN, (if p(f) = s), ~7~: m -+ [rn& and 
F = RI+. 0 
On a functional magma all notions of recognizability coincide and give the standard 
notion of recognizability for terms. 
Lemma 3.11 (equivalence 4). If M is a functional magma then the following condi- 
tions for R CM, are equivalent: 
(1) R is Srecognizable. 
(2) R is Q-recognizable. 
(3) R satisfies the conditions of the preceding lemma. 
(4) R is deterministically recognizable, 
We employ the usual subset construction. In essence, this lemma was already proved 
in [30]. 
Proof. Obviously, (4) implies (3), (3) implies (1) and (2). For the converse consider 
a (nondeterministic) automaton (0, A, F). We construct an equivalent deterministic au- 
tomaton (a’, A’, F’) as follows: 
l S:(m) = aS({m}) for every m E M, and s E Y, 
l A:=‘$?(A,)foreverys~Y, 
0 A, = fA for every f E 8. 
l F’ depends on the starting point: For 1, F’ = {X C MS/X f? F # 0). For 2, F’ = 
{xcM,lXLF}. 
Obviously, (o’,A’, F’) recognizes R. 0 
Example 3.12 (recognizable sets). Let Y = {s}, 9 = {f} and f have type ss. 
(1) Consider the magma M with MS = Z and j&(n) H {n - 1,n + 1). 2h is 
deterministically recognizable. A deterministic automaton (0, A, F) is given by A, = 
(0, I}, TA as Boolean negation, 0, : n H n mod 2, and F = (0). Actually, the 
amount of nondeterminism in fM does not matter as long as all elements in the 
image have some property in common. 
(2) Consider the magma A4 with MS = N and f$: {n} H {n,n + 1). The sets 
& = {n E Nln ak}, kg0, are all 3-recognizable. A (nondeterministic) automaton 
(a, A, F) with a homomorphism cr is given by A, = (0,. . . , k}, 
otherwise ’ 
and F = {k}. Rk is also Q-recognizable (by Lemma 3.8) but not deterministically 
recognizable (by Proposition 3.10) - the elements of (0,. . . , k} are distinguishable 
by their distance to k. 
(3) 
(4) 
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Consider the same M as before. The sets {k}, k>O, are all Srecognizable. A 
(nondeterministic) automaton (o,A,F) is given by the same A, F as before and 
i 
{n} if ndk 
gs:{n) ++ 8 otherwise . 
The sets {k}, k 3 0, are also V-recognizable, because the Y-equivalence is locally 
finite. A (nondeterministic) automaton (o,A,F) is given by A, = (0, l}, x : n c-f 0, 
and F = (1). 
Consider the magma A4 with MS = N and j& : {n} H (0,. . . , n - 1). None of the 
sets Rk = {n E Nln d k}, k 20, is El-recognizable (Y-recognizable), because the 
syntactic &equivalence (V-equivalence) is not locally finite. 
All kinds of recognizable sets are inherited by submagmas and (the same magmas 
with respect o) subsignatures. In general, only deterministically recognizable sets are 
inherited by derived magmas, that is, magmas with derived operations. 
As stated in the introduction, algebraic automata can be considered as tree automata 
running on term representations. The concepts presented here, however, work without 
this description. This is contrary to intuition: If a magma contains elements which are 
not values of terms, their acceptance does not depend on any “run”. A triple (a,A,F) 
could then hardly be called an automaton. For similar reasons one might be tempted 
to allow only total magmas. This is quite natural, but one should not be too restrictive. 
The rest of this subsection will show that automata must be allowed to discriminate 
between different values of the same term. Otherwise, nondeterminism is essentially 
prevented. 
We consider a total magma M which is generated by the initial relational homomor- 
phism val: F(F) 4 M. Let - be the relation on M such that m -S m’, m,m’ E MS, 
means that there exists t E Z(9) with m,m’ E val({t}). We show that its transitive 
closure -+ (separately for each sort) is a congruence relation. Assume that there exist 
to ,...,tk E Z(F), kb0, such that m E Vd({to}), Val({t~_~})nVal({ti}) # 0, i E [k], 
and m’ E val({tk}). We have to show that 
&({mt},. . . , {ml,. . ., {m,})/N,f = ht({ml),. . -, (4,. ..,{mn)Y-,+ 
for all mi E MS,, i E [n] (without one position). Find ti E &(F) such that mi E 
val({f!}), i E [n] (without one position). It follows that 
J&({ml}, . . . , {ml,. . . , {m,)> 
C fj(val({ti}), . . . ,val({to}), . . . ,val({ti})) = val({fti . . . to.. . t:}) , 
val({ftf . . .&_I . . . t;}) n val({fti . . .ti.. . t:}) 
2 _h(val({ti}), . . ,val({kl}) n va~({~i}), . . . ,vaK{(J>> # 0 , 
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i E [k], and 
.JL({m1), . . ., {m’), . . ., {wz)) 
Obviously, M/- + is a functional magma. 
Lemma 3.13 (equivalence 5). Let M be a total magma which is generated by the 
initial relational homomorphism val : F(F) -+ M. Then the following conditions for 
R C h4, are equivalent: 
(1) {t E Z(9)jval({t})nR # 0}C{t E Z(~)~val({t})SR}. 
(2) R is saturated with respect o the congruence relation N+. 
Proof. (1) implies (2): Assume that m E R and m wS m’. There exists t E Z(F) 
such that m,m' E val({t}). val({t})CR because m E val({t})nR. Therefore, m’ E R. 
(2) implies (1): If m E val({t}) n R then m’ E val({t}) implies m wS m’ and m’ E R. 
0 
Proposition 3.14 (equivalence 6). Let the initial relational homomorphism val : 
~~(9) ---t A4 be total and generate M. Let M and R CM, satisfy the conditions 
of the preceding lemma. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) {t E x(F) / val({ t}) g R} is (deterministically) recognizable. 
(2) RI-: is (deterministically) recognizable. 
We are in the situation Y-(9) 9 M ‘I-t M/N+, where [ IN+ o val is a homomor- 
phism by the totality of val and the definition of N. 
Proof. (1) implies (2): Assume that the deterministic automaton ((r,A,F) on S(9) 
recognizes {t E K(9) 1 val({t}) s R}. We define a locally finite congruence rela- 
tion ~8 on M: 
m x, m’ 
means that there exist t, t’ E z(F) such that 
m E val({t}), 6$(t) = f?,(i), 171’ E val({t’}). 
R is zi -saturated: Assume m M, m’ and take t, t’ as above. Then, m E R implies 
t E {t E Z(F) ) val({t}) n R # 0) S{t E Z(P) ( val({t}) CR} . 
Therefore, as(?) = es(t) E F and further t’ E {t E z(F) 1 val({t}) GR}. Finally, 
m’ E val({t’}) CR. Since wf refines M+, [ I-+ can be factored over [ IN+. 
(2) implies (1): We show that the deterministic automaton (0 o [ IN+ o val,A,F) on 
S(9) recognizes {t E Z(P) 1 val({t}) CR} if the deterministic automaton (g,A,F) 
on Ml-+ recognizes R/-J:. If val({t}) 2 R, t E z(F), then 
G’al({t>)/N~) C MV-,f) = F . 
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On the other hand, if o,(val({t})/w$) C F then val({t})/-z C R/-,f, and val({t}) C R 
because R is -+-saturated. 0 
Remark 3.15. (1) implies (2) still holds if val is not total. One can say that, intu- 
itively, every set which is recognizable by a tree automaton running on its preimage 
in the term magma is itself the preimage of a recognizable set in a functional magma. 
Example 3.16 (improper nondeterminism). Let us review the first item of Example 
3.12 and extend % by a constant c of type s. If we interpret it as CM = (0) then 
-i -S i for all i E N: Both are values of the term fit. M/w+ is isomorphic to the 
functional magma M’ with IV,’ = N and f~/ the successor mapping. If CM = 22 
then Ml- + is even isomorphic to A (extended by ?A = 0). By Lemmas 3.13 and 3.8, 
R = 22 is Y-recognizable and ‘v-recognizable. 
In both cases, Proposition 3.14 also applies. Not only R is deterministically recogniz- 
able in M but also its preimage {fit ( i E 2N) in Z(%) and its canonic image RI-: 
in M/w+ are deterministically recognizable. The elements of h4, can be seen as copies 
of the “true” values in M,/-z of the terms f’c, i E N. 
4. Equational sets 
Systems of equations normally lift all operations to the powerset magma. That these 
lifted operations are continuous is all what is really needed. Now we are working 
already in such a powerset structure, with continuous operations. Therefore, the theory 
goes through virtually without change. 
Definition 4.1 (expression, derived operation). The set of expressions of sort s E Y 
over xi . . .xk, 6,(%,x, , . . . ,xk), is the smallest set containing 
as subsets. (Sz, and +$ for each s E 9’ can be seen as additional quasi-operations of 
type s and sss, respectively, which have a fixed interpretation. However, +$ is not 
relational, because it is not strict, i.e., it does not preserve the empty set.) These 
expressions are also called polynomials and the terms in them monomials. 
An expression e of sort s E 9’ over xi . . .xk induces a derived operation M(e): 
(P(q?(X,)) x .. . x Y-w&))) --) SJ_3(Ms) on every magma A4 according to the fol- 
lowing inductive definition extending M(t) for terms t E Z(%,x~,...,xk): M(l&): 
(xl,. . , ,&) H 8 is the empty set and 
M(el +,e2):(Xl,...,Xk)HM(el)(Xl,...,Xk)UM(e2)(~l,...,Xk) 
is set union. 
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We note that relational homomorphisms preserve the operations QS and fs, and that 
+S is a commutative, associative operation with neutral element Q,. 
Definition 4.2 (equational set). A system of equations E is a sequence 
x1 =el, . . . . xn = en , 
where ei E 8pp(Xi)(9,~1 ,..., xn), i E [n]. 
The least solution B(E,M) of E in a magma A4 is the least fixpoint of the mapping 
EM:(Xl,... ,X,) ++ (M(el)(Xl,...,X,),...,M(e,)(Xl,...,X,)), 
where xi C Mpcx, ), i E [n]. (It exists because the M(e;) are continuous.) We write 
aY(EpM).Xi for the ith component of L?(E,M). 
A set Q CM, is equational if it is equal to 5?(E,M).xl, where E is a system of 
equations. 
Equational sets and systems have almost all the usual properties [lo]. The only 
difference to the standard case is that the emptiness of a component L(E,M).xi cannot, 
in general, be decided by looking at a “finite image” of it. One has to find a locally 
finite magma A with A,(,,) # 0 and a relational homomorphism CJ: M + A with 
total 0,. This is possible if A4 is total (take the terminal object in the category of total 
magmas for A). Otherwise we have the following counterexample. 
Example 4.3 Cfinite images). Let MS = N and fM: WK) x V(4) + ‘SW&), 
b({n}, {n + 1)) = {n} and &((m),(n)) = 0 otherwise. There is no relational 
homomorphism C: A4 -+ A, where A is a nontrivial ocally finite magma. 
The most important property is that Y(E,M) = U,“=, EL(Q), . . . ,0), where the union 
is taken componentwise. It is computable (under natural effectivity constraints on E) if 
all components are finite. Least solutions are preserved by relational homomorphisms: 
If cp : M --f M’ is a relational homomorphism and E a system of equations then 
Z’(E,M’) = cp(_Y(E,M)), where cp is taken componentwise. 
Let US write ei = tjl +s,. . . +s, tik, for each i E [n]. A standard procedure [26] allows to 
make every system of equations uniform, such that every tij has the form f+, . . .x~,, 
f E 9, Ply..., ,ul E [n]. Least solutions can be characterized via ground rewriting 
systems. 
Definition 4.4 (ground rewriting system). Let E be a system of equations 
XI =t11+s I... +s,tlk,, . . . . -%I = tnl +s, .. . fs, tnk, . 
The associated ground rewriting system consists of the rules Xi 7 tij, i E [n], j E [ki]. 
It considers Xi E 9 U {xl , . . . ,xn} as a constant instead of a variable. 
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Lemma 4.5 (ground rewriting system). 
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where T is the ground rewriting relation induced by E. 
We omit the proof, which is a straightforward adaption of the proof in [lo]. As a 
consequence, derivation trees can be defined in the usual sense. Finally, it is clear that 
the class of equational sets is closed under the operations 52,, sS and those of 9. 
Example 4.6 (equational sets). Equational sets (using interesting operations) include 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
equational sets in the usual sense (defined by polynomial systems); 
the set of unrooted trees (Courcelle). It is decribed by the equation 
x = e + glue(x,x) , 
where the constant e denotes a singleton set of an edge (with two endpoints), 
and the binary operation glue identifies an arbitrary node of the first tree with an 
arbitrary node of the second. A different possibility is 
x = 1 + connect(x,x) , 
where the constant 1 denotes a singleton set of a node, and the binary operation 
connect adds an edge between an arbitrary node of the first tree and an arbitrary 
node of the second. 
the set of chordal graphs (Courcelle). Although this set is not equational with 
respect to deterministic operations [7], it is described by the equation 
x = 1 + extend(x) , 
where the constant 1 denotes a singleton set of a vertex, and the unary operation 
extend chooses a clique and adds edges between each vertex in it and a new 
vertex; 
the set of trees among the forbidden minors of the set of graphs of path-width at 
most n [29]. (This example was also suggested by Courcelle.) It is described by 
the first n + 1 equations 
TO = e 
Ti+l = .f(C, Ti, G) 2 
where the constant e denotes a singleton set of an edge (with two endpoints), and 
the operation f glues its arguments in (by identification of two vertices) at three 
places: 
A 
1 2 3 
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Some solutions are 
T,: I T: m 
,:m m 
m andsoon. 
5. Sets of Evaluations 
Sets of evaluations generalize (relational) homomorphisms, context mappings and 
inductive sets of predicates at the same time. Another nice paradigm is to allow (non- 
deterministic) automata to produce output. Both views generalize different kinds of tree 
transducers. Such transformations are useful because they preserve equational sets. We 
introduce these devices and list their closure properties. 
Definition 5.1 (set of evaluations). A set of evaluations 9’” on a magma A4 in a 
magma M’ is given by a mapping a: V ---f Y (a(v) is called the sort of v) and 
an interpretation v^ for every v E V such that 6: ‘$!(M,(,,) --+ !$3(Mi,,,) is a relational 
mapping. We assume that M, M’ have respective signatures (Y, F), (Y’,g’) with 
YCY’. 
A set of evaluations 9’” is locally jinite if K = {v E ?Ir ) a(u) = s} is finite for every 
s E Y. 
A set of evaluations Y is F-inductive if, for every v E K and every f E F of type 
Sl... s,,s, there exist k E N, linear terms ti E K(F’,xil,. , . ,xii,), p(xq) = sj, i E [k], 
j E [n], and uij E K,, i E [k], j E [n], such that, for all Xj c M,, j E [n]: 
KILGI,~ . . 9X,>)= U M’(ti)(~il(~~),...,~i~i,(X,)). 
iELk 
The sequence tl VI 1 . . vln . . . tkukl . . f&, is called a decomposition of v relative to f. 
An F-inductive set of evaluations in M’ is total if the mapping M’(ti) : ‘!@(M,l, ) x 
. . . x lo(~;J + “@(M,‘) is total for every ti E z(cF’,Xil,. . .,xi,) appearing in the 
decomposition of some v E K relative to some f E 9 of type $1 . . .s,s. 
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Note that a set of evaluations in a total magma M’ is total if no term ti is a constant 
denoting the empty set. 
Example 5.2 (uaZidformuZus). A prominent evaluation assigns to a (simple) graph the 
set of CMSOL formulas it satisfies [4]. See Section 6 for a more precise statement. Also 
very useful is the evaluation which assigns to a (simple) graph the set of subgraphs 
satisfying a certain CMSOL formula [ 151. These subgraphs can be mapped into a 
commutative semiring, leading to an extension of Par&h’s theorem. 
Proposition 5.3 (regular image 1). If Q is equational then t?(Q) is equational, where 
v E V and Y is a locally finite, .9-inductive set of evaluations on M in M’. 
We omit the proof, which is a straightforward adaption of the proof in [lo]. It is 
similar to the proof of Proposition 5.6 below and in fact follows from it by Lemma 5.5 
if V in M’ is total. 
The notion of a set of evaluations corresponds to what is usually called a linear 
top-down (root-to-frontier) tree transducer. Although it has proved to be very useful, 
linear bottom-up (frontier-to-root) tree transducers normally provide a more general 
class and possess better closure properties. (See also [20,23,24].) The additional ex- 
pressive power is not an issue in most cases: Bottom-up tree transducers are able to 
examine subtrees which are discarded later. This can also be achieved by operations 
of a top-down transducer if the magma is not free. In fact, all transducers in the next 
section will have a rather simple structure. What is really needed is closure under 
composition. 
Tree transducers are usually defined as term rewriting systems driven by tree au- 
tomata. The rewriting system transforms an input term into an output term. The outputs 
generated from the subtrees tl, . . . , tn are combined according to the chosen transition 
of the automaton on f to yield the output for the whole tree f tl . . . t,,. We prefer to 
use an equational notation instead of a rewriting system (in analogy to Lemma 4.5) to 
emphasize that our magmas are in most cases not free. Similarly to automata before, 
we introduce transducers in an algebraic version that works on all magmas M without 
the assumptions that they are total or generated by the initial relational homomorphism 
val : F(F) i M. 
Definition 5.4 (transducer, regular image). Consider again two magmas M and M’ 
with respective signatures (Y, 9) and (9, F), where, for sake of simplicity, Y 2 9”. 
A transducer from M to M’ consists of a (nondetenninistic) automaton (a,A,F) on M 
and a mapping d such that d(f,a,al,. . . , a,,) E c~~(P’,x~ ,...,x,,), where f E 9 has 
type sr . . . s,p, a E A,, ai E A,, p(xi) = si, i E [n], and the terms in d(f,a,al,. ..,a,) 
are linear. 
A transducer is deterministic if the automaton (a,A, F) is deterministic and 
d(f,a,al,..., a,) E x(P’,xl,... ,x,) for all f E 6 and a E A,, ai E A,, i E [n]. 
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A set of evaluations V is compatible with a transducer if K = A, and, for every 
a E A,, for every f E 9 of type ~1 . . . s,s and for all Xi C MSr, i E [n], 
$JL(~l,...,x,)) = u M’(d(f, a, al ,...,a,>)(~l(Xl>,...,~,(X,>>; 
(I, EA,, , *n 64,” 
uE/A(t”I>.--.t%l) 
moreover, B({m E MS (a $! ~S({rn})}) = 0. 
The regular image of a set X C A4, under a compatible set of evaluations is 
U&F h(X). 
A compatible set of evaluations is total if the mapping 
M’(d(f, a, al ,...,a,)):(;p@$)x ... x cP(Mi”)+ PM,‘) 
is total for every d(f,a, al,. . . , a,) E ~?~(F’,x1,. . . ,xn) \ {l&}, f E 9 of type ~1 . . . sns, 
a E A,, ai E A,, i E [n]. 
Intuitively, in a compatible set, the evaluations are associated with states of an 
automaton. No output is produced if the automaton does not take on the required state 
on its input. (This holds automatically if the magma A4 is generated by the initial 
relational homomorphism val: F(F) --f A4.) The mapping d associates an output with 
a transition of the automaton. The overall result is valid only if the automaton ends 
up in an accepting state. Before we prove that equational sets are preserved under 
regular images, we show that, as announced, most B-inductive sets of evaluations are 
instances of the preceding definition. 
Lemma 5.5 (inductive set). The image i?(X) of a set X under v E 9’” is a regular im- 
age, where Y is a total, locally finite, P-inductive set of evaluations on a magma A4 
in a magma M’. 
Proof. We claim that Y is compatible with the following transducer f om M to M’: 
l A, = % for every s E 9, 
fA({al}, . . . , {a,}) = {a E A, ) al . . a,, is part of the decomposition 
of a relative to f} 
for every f E 9 of type sr . . . s,s and for all ai E A,, i E [n]. 
l oS({m}) = {a E AS/G({m}) # 0) for all m E MS and for every s E Y. 
l F = {v}. 
l d(f,a,al,...,a,) = C fal...a, is part of the decomposition of n relative to f t 
Obviously, (o,A, F) is a (nondeterministic) automaton on M, and the expressions 
d(f,a,al,... ,a,) simply repeat he original induction schemes. 0 
Proposition 5.6 (regular image 2). Zf Q is equational then the regular image of Q un- 
der the set of evaluations V is equational, where Y is compatible with the transducer 
(a,A,F, d). 
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Proof. We have Q = ~(E,M).x~, where E is a uniform system of equations. We 
define a new system of equations E’ with variables [~~,a], i E [n], a E A,(,,), such that 
LZ’(E’,M’).[xi,a] = 6(9(E,M).xt). Here is one equation of E’: 
[Xi,U] = . ..+ c ~(~~,~,~l,...,~,)([x~,,~l,l,...,[Xlm,~,,l)+... , 
0, EA,, -.+n EA,, 
efalt~, I ...{%>, 
where J;j belongs to the jth monomial in the righthand side of the ith equation. 
We prove (a^(Eh(@ ,..., @).xi) = E&(0 ,..., @).[~~,a]) by induction on v. v = 0: 
@(EL@, . . . , @).Xi) = (D = Ez,(@, . . , B).[Xi,U]). V + V + 1 : 
ri(E;‘(@, . . . , O).xi) 
= GOJ _hj,(E&@, . . . , 0))) = U Wj&d0,. . . > 0))) 
j j 
=u u M’MJ;j,w,. . . ,am))(c%,(EXi.. . ,0).x/, ),. . . , 
j 0, a,, ..,a, E4, L?Eh(tq>_...I%>) s,,(E~<s,...,s).xr,)) 
=u u M’(d(~j,a,al,...,a,))(E~,(0, . . . . 0).[w,,ar,l,..., j (I, EA,, ,...a a,,, EA,,,, 
~Efi(t”,~.-.t”m~) E~,(0,...,0).Exr,,a1,1) 
= Ez?‘(8,...,8).[Xi,u] . 
Now we introduce a new variable x and the equation 
x = CbI,~l . 
ClEF 
Then the regular image of Q under V is UaEF a^(Y(E,M).xl) = T(E’,M’).x. 0 
The following laborious propositions and lemmas establish the important closure 
properties for the class of compatible sets of evaluations. An interesting result is Corol- 
lary 5.11 which gives a short proof for the well-known and useful fact that intersection 
with a deterministically recognizable set preserves equational sets. 
Proposition 5.7 (closure properties 1). Zf the sets of evaluations V and V’ are both 
compatible with transducers (a,A, F, d) from A4 to M’ and (o’,A’, F’, d’) from M’ 
to M”, respectively, then the set of evaluations V” defined by 
q’ = {v’ 0 v 1 v E “?$ II’ E Tq’ } 
for every s E Y is compatible with a transducer from M to M”. The transducer 
is deterministic if both, (o,A, F,d) and (o’,A’, F’,d’) are deterministic and ai o ci 1 
a;‘( {u}) is functional for every a E A,, s E Y. 
Proof. We first define d’(e,u,ul , . . . ,a,) inductively for general expressions e E 
8S(F’,Xl , . . . ,x,) containing only linear terms: 
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In particular, d’(Q, u, al,. . . , a,) = Sz, for m = 0. 
0 e =&I d’(.$,U,Ul,..., U,) =Xi, i E [n]. 
0 e= ftl . . . tm: Assume that ti, i E [WI], contains the variables xi,, , . . . ,~j,~, , jil,. . . ,j, E 
[n] (the variables xt , . . .,x, can be partitioned among the terms ti), and that d’(ti,u’, 
+ s, . . . for a’ E fA,({~j~~}, . . . , {uj,,}). (We apologize for the 
(It is possible that d’(ftl . . . t,, a, al,. . . ,a,) = Sz,.) It follows that 
Wf’(eM ,...,x,)) = u M”(d’(e, a, a l,...,U,))(Lil(Xl),...,~n(Xn)) 
a, ca:, -.o,tA& 
aEA’(eHlq t. .{+I}, 
for all a E Ai and all Xi C Mi,, i E [n]. With this preparation, a transducer (a”,A”,F”, 
d”) for “V’ can be given as follows: - 
l Af=A,xA: foreverysEY, (u,u’)=a^‘oa^, 
= .EhC(i,,,,,(..)/u} xA’(d(f,a,al,...,a,))({a’l},...,{a:,}) 
for every f E F of type si . . . s,s and for all (Ui,ai) E Aij, i E [n]. 
. 4(X) = Ua&7$(X) {u} x oi(a^(X)) for all X &n/r and every s E 9’. 
l F” = F x F’. 
. d”(f,(u,u’),(u~,u’l),...,(u,,u~))=d’(d(f,u,ul,...,u,),u’,u:,...,u:,). 
We leave the tedious verifications to the reader. The statement for deterministic trans- 
ducers follows easily. 0 
Lemma 5.8 (closure properties 2). Zf the set of evaluations V is total and compatible 
with a transducer (a,A,F,d) from M to M’, then the set of all m E M, which have 
a nonempty image under Yf is Srecognizuble. It is deterministically recognizable if
the transducer is deterministic. 
Proof. Because V in M’ is total, the Boolean mapping 
e(f,u,ul,..., a,):(& # 0 ,..., x, # 0)HM’(d(f,a,al,...,a,))(X~,...,X,)#0 
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is well defined for X; CM,,, i E [n]. We construct a new automaton (a’,A’, F’) on M 
as follows: 
. A;=A,=K,ssE, 
(a E fA({~l},...r{~,})~e(f,~,~l~...,~~)(~l EXl,...,&l Exl))) 
for every f E F of type si . ..s.s and for all XicA:,, i E [n]. 
l o;(X) = {u E A, 1 S(X) # 0}, s E 9’. 
l F’=F. 
It is easy to verify that (T’ is a relational homomorphism. The set in question is equal 
to 
{m E MS 1 ol({m)> n F’ # 01 3
hence 3-recognizable. The statement for a deterministic transducer follows easily. 0 
It follows that the set of all m E M, whose image under 9’” is empty is V- 
recognizable. 
Lemma 5.9 (closure properties 3). If the sets of evaluations Y and Y’ are both com- 
patible with transducers (a, A, F, d) and (CT’, A’, F’, d’) from M to M’, then the set of 
evaluations Y” dejned by 
y” = { v”:X H v(X) u v’(X) 1 v E g, v’ E 7y’) 
for every s E Y is compatible with a transducer f om M to Mr. 
Proof. A transducer for V” is given by the product automaton to (0, A, F) and 
(cr’, A’, F’) in the relational category, namely (#,A x A’, F k~ F’) where 0” is the 
induced relational homomorphism. Since mixed arguments are excluded, d and d’ sim- 
ply coexist. Cl 
Lemma 5.10 (closure properties 4). Relational homomorphisms and intersections with 
deterministically recognizable sets are sets of evaluations which are compatible with 
deterministic transducers. 
Proof. A relational homomorphism $ : A4 + M’ with distinguished component It/r, 
r E 9, is obviously compatible with the deterministic transducer (o,A, {r},d), where 
A is the terminal object (with A, = {s}, s E 9’) and c the induced homomorphism, 
s^ = I/J$, s E Y, and d(f,s,sl,..., s,) = fx, . ..x. for s,si ,..., s, E 9, f E 9 of type 
si . ..s.s. 
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Secondly, let the deterministic automaton (a,A, F) recognize R. We extend it to a 
deterministic transducer from M to M by C;(X) = Xn 5;‘( {a}) for all X c M,, a E A,, 
s E Y, and d(f,a,al,. . .,a,,) = fx1 . ,x,. We verify: 
Then, X ~7 R = UaEF a(X). 0 
Corollary 5.11 (intersection). Zf R & M, is deterministically recognizable and Q C Mr 
is equational then Q n R is equational. 
Direct proofs for a corresponding result can be found in [ 10,221. 
Proof. The assertion follows from Proposition 5.6 and the preceding lemma. 0 
The assumption of deterministic recognizability in the preceding lemma and corollary 
cannot be weakened, as is shown by the following counterexample. 
Example 5.12 (intersection). We extend the second item of Example 3.12. Let us 
consider a magma M over the signature Y = {s}, F = {c,f} with c of type s and 
f of type ss. It is given by MS = N, CM = (0) and j&: {n} H {n,n + 1). The 
same automaton as before (extended by CA = (0)) can be used to show that the sets 
Rk = {n E N 1 II >k}, k 20, are 3-recognizable and V-recognizable. The set Q = l$4 
is equational (it is described by the equation x = c + fx), but Rk = Q 12 Rk is not 
if k # 0. Assume the contrary: Rk = P(E,M). x1 for some system of equations E. 
It is easy to prove by induction on v that every component of EL(Q), . . . ,0) is either 
empty or contains 0. The same statement holds for B(E,M) = Uz_, E&(0,. . . ,0), a 
contradiction. 
Note that when looking at an equational set Q C MS one can always assume that the 
initial relational homomorphism val : F(F) -+ M generates M. Lemma 5.10 allows 
to decide the emptiness of Q n R by looking at its finite image in the automaton. The 
following lemma makes a weaker statement for intersections with nondeterministically 
recognizable sets. 
Lemma 5.13 (decidability). The following questions are decidable under natural ef- 
fectivity constraints on the (nondeterministic) automaton and the system of equations: 
l Zf R C MS is Srecognizable by a (nondeterministic) automaton and Q C MS is equa- 
tional, is Q n R # 0? 
l Zf R CM, is V-recognizable by a (nondeterministic) automaton and Q c MS is equa- 
tional, is Q&R? 
Proof. Let (rl,A,F) be a (nondeterministic) automaton for R and let E be a system 
of equations such that Q = Y(E,M).xl. We show the first part, the second 
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being analogous. If m E Q n R = L?(E,M) .x1 n {m E h& ) os({m}) rl F # 0) then 
a,({m}) G _!Y(E,A).xt and oJ{m}) n F # 0. Therefore, S?(E,A).xi n F # 0. On the 
other hand, if a E 9(&4).x, n F, there exists m E _!Y(E,M).xl = Q such that 
a E cr({m}). We also have m E R since a E F. But the condition P(E,A).xl n F # 0 
is decidable. 0 
6. Finite relational structures, deterministic operations and counting monadic 
second-order logic 
We apply the theory to magmas which contain finite relational structures as objects 
and suitably defined operations on them. The transducers of the preceding section 
yield transformations of finite relational structures on a syntactic level, based on their 
representation by terms. We also recall counting monadic second-order logic which is 
able to express properties of such structures. Definable transductions transform finite 
relational structures on a semantical level, only regarding their logical properties. Our 
main theorem states that all semantical transformations can be achieved by syntactic 
transformations. 
6.1. Deterministic operations on jinite relational structures 
We start by introducing finite relational structures as objects. They also rely on a 
signature and an interpretation for it. In order to keep the levels apart, we confine 
ourselves with only one sort, which we do not need to mention. The signatures here 
contain a finite set of relation symbols and a finite set of constants instead of arbitrarily 
many operation symbols. This should make it sufficiently hard to confuse signatures 
for finite relational structures with signatures for magmas. Finite relational structures 
are objects of magmas (with operations to be defined later) and, therefore, a signature 
of a finite relational structure serves as a sort in the containing magma. 
Definition 6.1 (signature). A signature consists of a finite set 3? of relations together 
with a mapping LX: W -+ N+, which gives the arity of r E 9, and a finite set %7 of 
constants. 
Unlike the situation for magmas, we will work with relational structures over different 
signatures. We therefore have to pay attention to 2 and V. 
Definition 6.2 @finite relational structure). A finite relational structure S consists of 
a finite set Ds (the domain), a relation rs C DB’ for every r E W, and an element 
cs E Ds for every c E %?. 
The class of finite relational structures over 9 and up to isomorphism is written as 
G (9, V. 
Constants play an essential role in the gluing operation (parallel composition) below. 
They make a difference (which does not change the expressive power with respect 
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to CMSOL) in the quantifier-free definable operations. But they are inconvenient in 
definable transductions, also introduced later. Therefore, we sometimes prefer to regard 
S E 6 (a,%) as a finite relational structure over the signature %?U?? without constants. 
A c E GF: is then interpreted as a unary relation cs CDs containing exactly one element. 
We set M(C) = 1 accordingly. 
Our main examples of finite relational structures are labelled, directed hypergraphs 
with sources. We simply call them graphs in the rest of this article. We define graphs 
and simple graphs below. Also, hyperedges are simply called edges. Let us fix a 
(sufficiently large) finite set L of labels together with a rank mapping p : L -+ N+. 
In a graph, the edges carry a label from L and there are n 2 0 distinguished vertices. 
Definition 6.3 (graph). A graph G of sort n > 0 consists of 
l a finite set V of vertices, 
a a finite set E of edges, 
a a vertex mapping vert : E -+ V*, 
a a label mapping lab : E + L and 
0 a source mapping src : [n] + V, 
such that Jvert(e)l = p(lab(e)) for all e E E. The vertex src(n) is called the nth source. 
We assume that V n E = 0. 
Example 6.4 (graphs). A finite relational structure for graphs of sort n contains the 
following: 
l the domain D = V U E, 
l a relation edge, of arity p(l) + 1 for every I E L such that 
edge,(e, 01,. . . , v,) w lab(e) = 1 A vert(e) = vi . . . v, 
(i.e., e E E and vi ,..., v, E V), 
l a constant si for every i E [n] such that si = src(i). 
The additional constraint that no two different tuples in the relation UIEL edge, share 
their first component is not expressed directly. 
In a simple graph, in contrast to the above, we do not distinguish between several 
edges connecting the same vertices and carrying the same label. 
Definition 6.5 (simple graph). A simple graph G of sort n 2 0 consists of 
0 a finite set V of vertices, 
l a finite set E C L x V* of edges, 
0 a source mapping src: [n] ---t V, 
such that ii?] = p(Z) for all (I, G) E E. 
Example 6.6 (simple graphs). A finite relational structure for simple graphs of sort n 
contains the following: 
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b the domain D = V, 
l a relation edge; of arity p(l) for every I E L such that 
e&&w ,..., 0,) w (l,u~...u,)~E, 
l a constant si for every i E [n] such that si = src(i). 
Simple graphs of sort n are indeed finite relational structures over the signature (L, [n]). 
We now define operations on isomorphism classes of finite relational structures ac- 
cording to [6]. As usual, the symbol // (and, strictly speaking, also the symbol defd 
for a given d) is overloaded, i.e., we use the same symbol for “similar” operations of 
different types. 
Definition 6.7 (parallel composition). Parallel composition Ii is a binary gluing op- 
eration on finite relational structures. Let (St E 6 (92i,V~)),(S2 E 6 (.%!2,9?2)). We 
assume that Ds, and Ds2 are disjoint. (There is no loss of generality because oper- 
ations are defined up to isomorphism.) Let M be the least equivalence relation on 
Ds, U Ds2 such that cs, = cs2 for every c E %‘I 0 %z. Then, SI//& is the following 
structure T E 6 (21 U &?2,%?, U %?2): 
l Dr = CDs, U Ds,)/=:, 
l Mdll,,..., [d,(,&) holds if ~s,(di,. . . ,d&.,) holds or if rS*(di,. . . ,d’,,,,) holds for 
some 4 E [dil,, . . . ,dk,,., E [d,(,&, 
l cr = [cs,]= if c E @i and cr = [c& if c E %?2. 
Parallel composition is associative and commutative. It forms the coproduct in the 
category of finite relational structures over a given signature. 
Let x’ be a finite sequence (without repetitions) of object variables. We denote by 
QF(%,V,x’) the set of formulas written with predicate symbols 9, constants %‘, vari- 
ables in x’ and the Boolean connectives 7, A, V etc. 
Definition 6.8. [quantifier-free definable operations] A quanti$er-free dejinition 
scheme A from (W,%‘) to (W’,%“) is specified by 
l Ic/ E QF(9,%‘,xl) of the form t+b’Vi/cEw,xl = uc, describing the domain of the target 
structure, 
l 19, E QF(%?,%?,xi . . .xg,.,), r E W’, describing the relations in the target structure, 
and 
l K, E %, c E %?I, giving the constants. 
d determines a mapping defd: 6 (92, %Y) -+ 6 (%?‘,GY), which is called quantifier-free 
dejinable. Let S E 6 (9, %?). T = defd(S) is the following structure: 
l Dz-={dEDsIS~$(d)], 
l rr(di,..., d,(,,) holds if dl,...,dS(cr) E DT and S k 29,(dl,...,da(,.)) for every r E 
2’2 
l CT is uCs for every c E %?. 
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Definition 6.9 (constants). The constants 09,~ and lg,~ denote finite relational struc- 
tures over the signature (W,%‘). 09,~ denotes the discrete structure consisting of do- 
main PW, empty relations and the obvious constants. l~,q consists of a one-element 
domain and one-element relations. 
00,s is the neutral element with respect to il. 0 1,~ and 19,~ are the respective initial 
and terminal objects in the category of finite relational structures over the signature 
(a, V. 
The constants 08,~ for Q? # 0 are not needed because they can be derived from 
the other operations. In this section, all signatures will be taken relative to a base 
signature (9, %‘). 9&q refers to the set of operations containing OR,@, la,~, C C V, 
all quantifier-free definable operations from (9, C) to (93, C’), C, C’ L 59, and N with 
arguments over (9, Cr ) and (99, Cz), Cr, Cz c %?. The corresponding set of sorts would 
be 99,~ = ((9, C) / C C U}. The operations just introduced turn UC c V B (a, C) into _ 
a functional magma &g,~. 
Remark 6.10. We fix the set of relations 93 and let the set of constants C c V vary 
because relations can be empty. A structure with empty relations is identified with a 
structure that does not contain these relations at all. By this convention, we can avoid 
to introduce (quantifier-free definable) operations to forget relations. This corresponds 
to the intuition behind (simple) graphs, where the set of labels L is likewise assumed 
to be fixed. 
Deterministic operations along these lines were introduced in [2] for graphs and 
in [6] for simple graphs, the latter being more general than those in [14]. They are all 
derived from the operations in Fw,v, where S? is L (more exactly, L% = {edge, ( I E L} 
or L% = {edge; 1 I E L}, respectively) and 59 is [n] (more exactly, % = {si 1 i E [n]}), 
n E N. We list those involving quantifier-free definable operations and modify them 
slightly. The operation symbols are again overloaded. 
The first group of operations corresponds to graph rewriting by hyperedge replace- 
ment (HR). In this approach, a graph is transformed by substituting another graph for 
an edge. The sources of the inserted graph are glued with the former attachment points 
of the edge which it replaces. The second group of operations roughly corresponds 
to graph rewriting by vertex replacement (VR). Here, a vertex (and all its adjacent 
edges) is replaced with another graph. The inserted graph is embedded by adding new 
edges to the former neighbours of the vertex. These edges and their labels further 
depend on the labels of the vertices involved and the removed edges. We refer the 
reader to [6,2 1,22, 121 for a comparison between both approaches of graph rewriting, 
in particular on the algebraic and logical level. 
Definition 6.11 (HR operations). The following HR operations are defined on graphs. 
l I E L is a constant of type p(Z). It denotes the graph G = (V, E, vert, lab, src) with 
one I-labelled edge together with n = p(Z) vertices, which are also the sources: 
V = [n], E = {e}, vert(e) = 1 . . . n, lab(e) = Z and src = idt,l. 
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0 renf is a unary operation of type mn, where f : [n] ---t [m] is a mapping. Let 
G = (V, E,vert, lab, src) be a graph of sort m. Then renf(G) denotes the graph 
G’ = (V’,E’, vert’, lab’, src’) with sources renamed: V’ = V, E’ = E, vert’ = vert, 
lab’ = lab and src’ = src o f. (Note that every constant IL,I~) is equal to renf( 1 L, It]), 
where f: [n] -+ [l].) 
l fuses is a unary operation of type nn, where 6 c[n] x [n] is an equivalence relation. 
Let G = (V, E,vert,lab, src) be a graph of type n and let M denote the smallest 
equivalence relation on V such that vt M 212 if 211 = src(it ) and v2 = src(i2) for 
some ir 6 i2. Then fuses(G) denotes the graph G’ = (V’, E’, vert’, lab’, src’) with 
glued vertices: V’ = V/x, E’ = E, vert’ = [ 1; o vert, lab’ = lab and src’ = [ 1% o 
src. 
l @ is a binary operation of type ntnz(nr fn2). Let the arguments G1 = (VI, El,vertl, 
labl,srcl) and GZ = ( V2,E2,vert2,1ab2,src2) be graphs of respective types nl and n2 
such that VI n V2 = 0 and El n E2 = 0. Then G1 @ G2 denotes the (disjoint) union 
G = (V,E,vert,lab, src) of Gt and G2 with sources renamed in G2 : V = VI L-1 V2, 
E = El U E2, vert = vertt U vertz, lab = lab, U lab2 and src = srcl U src2 o subnln2, 
where subnln2(i) = i - rt1 for i E [nl + nz] \ [nl]. 
Definition 6.12 (VR operations). The following VR operations are defined on simple 
graphs. They are instances of quantifier-free definable operations. 
l relab, is a unary operation of type nn, where r is a rank-preserving relation, i.e., 
r C{(Zl,Z2) E L x L 1 p(Zl) = I}. If G = (V,E,src) is a simple graph, relab,(G) 
denotes the simple graph G’ = (V’,E’,src’) with edges renamed by r: V’ = V, 
E’ = {(I’, G)[(Z, 5) E E, Z r 1’) and src’ = src. A particular instance is delete,, a E L, 
where r = {(I, I) 1 Z E L\ {a}}. (Note that relab, is a finite composition of operations 
delete,, createb,C,l...,(b) (introduced below) and relabf, where f is a mapping.) 
l create,,b,$,...i, is a unary operation of type nn, where a, b E L, k = p(b) 2p(a) and 
{il,. . . ,ik} = [p(b)]. If G = (V,E,src) is a simple graph, ClXak,b,i ,__, i,(G) denotes 
the simple graph G’ = (V’, E’, src’) with b-labelled edges added in all places where 
they touch an a-labelled edge in positions il,. . . , ik relative to a: V’ = V, E’ = 
E U {(&Vi, . . . Vi,) ( (a,~1 . . . vk) E E} and src’ = src. 
l add,b,C is a unary operation of type nn, where a,b,c E L and p(c) = p(a) + p(b). 
If G = (V, E, src) is a simple graph, add,b,JG) denotes the simple graph G’ = 
(V’, E’, src’) with c-labelled edges added in all places where their first part lies 
parallel to an a-labelled edge and their second to a b-labelled edge: V’ = V, E’ = 
E u {(c, 01 . . up(C)) (a, VI . . . upca)),(b, up(a)+1 . . . up(C)) E E} and src’ = src. 
l keep, is a unary operation of type mn, where a E L, p(a) = 1. If G = (V, E, src ) is a 
simple graph, keep,(G) denotes the full subgraph G’ = (V’, E’, src’) of G in which 
all non-source vertices are adjacent to an a-labelled edge: V’ = {v E V ( (a, v) E 
E} U {src(i) 1 i E [n]}, E’ = E n L x V’* and src’ = src. 
The HR operations renf and fuses as well as all VR operations can be defined 
accordingly for arbitrary finite relational structures. 
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6.2. Definable transductions 
We extend the vocabula~es in~od~ced above to languages which are able to ex- 
press properties of relational structures. iMonadic second-order logic (MSOL) is the 
extension of (first-order) predicate logic with equality that allows quantification for 
unary predicates (sets of individuals) besides quantification for individuals. Counting 
monadic second-order logic (CMSOL) contains additional ‘“predicates” cardP,,r, where 
card&X) holds if IX/ = p (mod 4). (X is a tmary predicate, hence a set.) The guan- 
t$cation depth of a formula is the maximum number of nested quantifiers. Let 22 
be a finite sequence (without repetitions) of object variables (lowercase) and/or set 
variables (uppercase). We denote by I, (99, V,Z”) the set of CMSOL formulas written 
with predicate symbols @, constants +Z and free variables in 22. (Other variables may 
well be used in quanti~cations.) Let f? dsr(!%, ?,Z?) be the set of such formulas with 
quantification depth at most d and modulus 4 (in card,,) at most r-. 
Remark 6.13. Equality does not increase the expressive power of full MSOL, because 
x = y +==+ ‘dP(P(x)t+P(y)). But its inclusion is nevertheless important for measuring 
the quantification depth of a formula. 
There are only finitely many different formulas up to tautological equivalence in 2 ‘J 
(9, %?,x’). Therefore, one can define a locally finite set of predicates S& on &Yg,v in a 
very intuitive sense: The set 9c~,c) of predicates of sort (W, C), C C V, is 2 ‘*‘(3, C, E) 
up to tautological equivalence. For $ E ,!P(,s,c), 
~=(~~~(%C)]SHJ1 
is the class of structures defined by 9. 
The following theorem has been proved in [4,6]. 
Fact 6.14. The set o~~redicates 9$& is ~~,~-inductive. 
It follows that every definable class of finite relational structures is deterministically 
recognizable. 
Now we turn to logical descriptions of transformations between finite relational struc- 
tures. As announced earlier, we will drop the constants and represent them by unary 
relations instead. 
Definition 6.15 (definable transduction). Let (%‘,U), (.@,V’) be two signatures. Let 
Xi . . ._A’, be a finite sequence (without repetitions) of (object or) set variables, called 
parameters. Let k 2 1. A definition scheme A from 92 u V to 9’ U %? consists of: 
l a domain ~rrnu~a 6 f !i? (W U V, &%‘I . . .X8), 
l k formulas $i E I? (BU %2, &Xl _ _ .X+x1 ), i E [k], selecting the elements in each copy, 
and 
l a family of formulas 0,; E 5.2 (92 U %?, 8,X, . . .X,x1 . . .q,,), r E W’ U %“, 1 E [k]“(‘), 
determining part of a relation for a given combination of copies. 
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Let S E 6 (92 U %T, 0), let Yi, . . . , Y, g Ds, A structure T with domain DT C_ Ds x [k] 
is defined by A in S if S + 6( Yi, . . . , Y,). If this condition is satisfied, T is determined 
as follows: 
l DT = {(d,i) E D,s x [kl(S k $‘dJ”I,...,Y,,d)), 
. YT((dl,il),..., (d,, ia)),a = cx(r), holds if (di, il), . . . , (da, L > E DT and S k ~r,i,...ia 
(Yl,...,Y,,dl,...,d,). 
A transduction (p : 6 (2 U V, 0) + ‘!$I (G (9’ U W, 0)) is dejinable if there exists a 
definition scheme A from W u %? to 9? U V such that Cp(S) is the set of all structures 
defined by A in S (up to isomorphism). 
A definable transduction with k = 1 is called noncopying. 
Example 6.16 (dejinable transduction). There is an obvious translation of simple 
graphs G = ( V, E, src) into graphs G’ = (V, E, vert, lab, src) of the same sort: vert(( 1,i?)) = 
v’ and lab(( I, v’)) = 1. The converse is a parameterless, noncopying definable transduc- 
tion between the associated relational structures: 
0 6 -true. 
l Throw away the edges: $1 ++ lVIEL 301 . . . sop(l) &s&1,*1,. . . ,~r)). 
l Simplify the edge relations: &dge;,l...l H 3e edge[(e,xi,. . . ,xp(r)) for every I E L. 
l Keep the sources: 0,~ t) si(X1) for every i E [n]. 
It is not necessary to impose additional constraints in this example. By assumption, 
0,~ is satisfied by exactly one element. In general, such constraints would go into 6, 
using the formulas Or;. 
Definable transductions possess similar closure properties as sets of evaluations which 
are compatible with a transducer between functional magmas: They are closed under 
composition and union, they contain intersections with definable sets, and the inverse 
image of a definable transduction is definable. See [7]. 
6.3. Logical transformations are algebraic 
We show that every definable transduction is compatible with a transducer. This 
proves directly that images of equational sets under definable transductions are equa- 
tional, Proposition 5.6 allows to compute a system of equations for the image. This 
improves the achievements of [13,6], which prove the same fact but have to reuse the 
original derivation trees with different interpretations. 
The following fact has been proved in [7]. In the definable transduction copy, we 
concede more freedom to the specification of constants than there was present in [6]. 
Fact 6.17. Every dejnable transduction can be written as a composition of two de- 
finable transductions q o copy,, where cp is noncopying and copy, is a de&able 
transduction specijied as follows. Let S E G (.@,%?). Then cop~_~(S) is the following 
structure T E 6 (a’,@), & = 9 U {son 1 i E [k]} U {brother}, 9? = %? x [k]: 
l DT = Ds x [k]. 
l YT = {((dl,i),..., (d,, i)) 1 a = a(r),(dl,. . . ,d,) E rs, i E [k]} for every Y E B. 
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l sonir = {(d, i) ( d E Ds} for every i E [k]. 
l brotherr = {((d, i), (d,j)) 1 d E Ds, i, j E [k]}. 
l (c,i)r = (cs,i) for every c E %? and i E [k]. (Note that (c,i)r is the unique element 
satisfying the unary relations CT and sOniT at the same time.) 
We show that copy,(S) is a regular image of S. Here and in the following we 
overload the names of evaluations and use the same symbol for every member of a set. 
Lemma 6.18 (copy,). The set of evaluations copy, on L!yp,~ in &!g,g is compatible 
with a deterministic transducer (and F;a,q-inductive). 
Proof. We have 
l coPY,(Ow,0) = OS,0 
l copy,( 18,~) = KC, C G WI, where Kc, the “clique” with k “vertices”, is determined 
as follows: DK~ = [k], r& = {(i,. . . , i) 1 i E [k]} (the sequence of i’s has length a(r)) 
for every r E W, SOIlik; = {i} for every i E [k], brothei& = [k] x [k], (c, i)& = i for 
every c E C. This structure can be written with the operations in 9~,@. (Sufficient 
are, for example, 1 I,~ X (i), i E [k] and /I together with the VR operations delete,., 
r E {son/i E WI} U {brother), and addson,,son,,brother, i j E PI, i # j.1 
l Let a quantifier-free definition scheme A from (B, C) to (92, C’), C, C’ C %?, be spec- 
ified by $, 8,, r E .!S’, and xc, c E C’. We specify a corresponding 2 on the larger 
structure: 
ti, * V (O,[C := (c, i) 1 C E C] A SOlli(X1) A.. . A SOni(X,c,j)) , 
iE[kl 
r E 9, and similarly for 4. Moreover, &,, H soni( i E [k], and &other ++ 
brother(xi,xz). Finally, K(c,i) =(rcc, i), cE C’. Then, copyk(defd(S))=def,-(copy,(S)). 
l copy, (Si // s2 ) = c”PYk(s~ ) // coPYk(s2 ). 
It is easy to turn these second-order substitutions into a deterministic transducer with 
one state. 0 
The following observation allows to eliminate the parameters of a definable trans- 
duction: Every definable transduction can be written as a composition of two definable 
transductions cp o param, where cp is parameterless. We simply include the parame- 
ters in an intermediate structure as tmary relations, so that cp can use the original 
definition scheme. Every possible choice of parameters gives rise to a different inter- 
mediate structure. Let S E 6 (9, ‘3). Then param is a set of structures in 6 (&‘, @), 
& = %%U{X, , . . . ,X,}, @’ = 59. All elements of param contain S, that is, they consist 
of Ds, rs (r E 92) and cs (c E %‘) besides Xi,. . . ,X,. 
We show that param is a regular image of S. 
Lemma 6.19 (param). The set of evaluations param on &a,~ in A&,@ is compatible 
with a transducer (and Fg,u-inductive). 
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Proof. We have 
l param(b,0 > = {Og,0). 
l param(lz,C) = {Delete~(l~,~)~X~{Xi,...,X,}}, CC%?, where Delete% is the 
finite composition of delete, operations, X E X. 
l Let a quantifier-free definition scheme d from (92, C) to (8, C’), C, C’ C %?‘, be spec- 
ified by 9, O,., r E 9, and rcc, c E C’. We specify a corresponding d on the larger 
structure: 6 H II/, 8, +-+ O,, r E 9, 6, I tj &(x1 ), i E [n], and E, = rcc, c E C’. Then, 
param(defd(S)) = def,-(param(S 
0 param(Si // S2) = param(Si ) // param(S2). 
It is easy to turn these finite sets of second-order substitutions into a transducer with 
one state. q 
Theorem 6.20. If (p : 6 (9 U C, 0) + 6 (& U @, 0) is a dejinable transduction then 
there exists a jinite set t such that cp belongs to a set of evaluations which is com- 
patible with a transducer from ~4’9,q to AL”~,J”Q., whenever C C_ %?. 
A similar statement was proved in [ 13,6] for the special case that the domain is a 
set of trees. The following proof uses ideas from [6, 151. 
Proof. By the two preceding lemmas and closure under composition (Proposition 5.7) 
we can assume that cp is parameterless and noncopying, hence also functional. Let 
d, r, n be the maximum quantification depth, the maximum modulus q (in card,,) 
and the maximum number of free object variables, respectively, with respect to the 
formulas 6, $1 and Q~,i...i, R E 2% U @, in the definition scheme for cp. By Fact 6.14, 
we can build a deterministic automaton (a,A,F) on _.J? 9,~ with set of states contained 
in ‘$ (YgV) which maps a structure to the set of (equivalence classes of) formulas 
it satisfies: cr(~,c) : S H {x E Pcg,c) 1 S b x}. It is able to recognize those structures 
satisfying 6. (Note that the set of states is not quite as large as it might seem. Those 
sets of formulas which are actually used contain a canonical representative, namely the 
conjunction of all formulas in it.) Moreover, let us write L,Y, X C{xt, . . . ,xn}, for the 
subset of (equivalence classes of) formulas in 9$&& which actually contain all the 
variables in X free. We can view every x E LX, X # 0, as a 1X(-at-y relation: In a finite 
relational structure S, Xs(dl, . . . , d,) holds for dl, . . . , d, E Ds if S + X(dl, . . . , d,). Ds 
together with the relations xs and the constants greatly enhance the original structure S, 
because the atomic formulas still represent the original relations (and constants). We 
call this new structure satd,r,,(S). 
Let L = Urn+++ qx,,...,x,} LX and let L1 and L2 be two copies of L, both disjoint 
from L and each other. Let hl : L + L1 and hz: L + L2 be two bijections. We abbreviate 
Lx u hi(k) u hz(Lx), X G{xi ,..., x,}, to 1~ and set J! = L ULI U L2. 
Claim 6.21. The set of evaluations satd,r,n on A?‘~,~ in J&L,, is compatible with a 
deterministic transducer. 
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We do as if LX would contain formulas, so that we need not speak about equivalence 
classes. 
Proof. The automaton was already sketched. It remains to give the decompositions. 
They once more rely on Fact 6.14: 
l sab,,(09,0) = %,0. 
l satd,r,n(lg,C), CC $7, is a fixed structure in 6 (1, C). It can be written with the 
. 
operations m FL,~, even with lit and the VR operations deleteX, x E L, alone. 
l Let a quantifier-free definition scheme A from (92, C) to (9, C’), C, C’ C %7, be speci- 
fied by $, t3~, R E 92, and xc, c E Cf. We specify a rank-preserving relation A CL x L 
such that 
satd,Jdefd(S)) = relabi(keepti(ren,(satd,JS)))) . 
(We regard K : c H K, as a mapping from C’ to C.) By Fact 6.14, for every 
XC{Xl,. . . ,x,,}, there is a mapping 2~ : LX 4 LX which translates x from def4(S) 
to S, i.e., 
defd(S) + ~(di,..., &) * S /= Q&)(dl,...,&) 
for all dl,...,d, E Ddef&S), m = (Xl. It is then clear that 
i= u 7;’ 
0#X c {XI ,-,& 1 
does the trick. 
l We specify a rank-preserving relation ,u C 1 x L and a finite composition Add of 
add,, ~X2.X3 and create*,,*,i, . c operations such that 
satd,,(Si // S2) = relab,(Add(relabh, (satd,r,,(Si )) // relabhz(satd,JS2 )))) . 
By Fact 6.14, for every pair Xi,& C{xi,. . . ,x,} such that every variable in Xi comes 
before every variable in X2 with respect to the ordering of variables, there is a mapping 
rx,x2: Lx,,x, + !$I (LX, x Lx2) which translates x from Sr //& to Si and S2, i.e., 
S//S2 k z(di,...,&) _ Si I= Xi(di,...,dk) and SZ i= X2(dk+i,...,&+l) 
forsome(X1,X2)Ezx,,xz(X)foralldl,...,dk EDs,,k= (XlI,anddk+l,...,dk+l E&, 
I = 1x2 1, such that m = k + 1. The composition Add contains exactly those operations 
addhl(xl),hZ(XZ),X3 (’ Y d ) m an or er such that ~1 E LX,, XI # 8, ~2 E Lx2, X, # 0, ~3 E LX,UX, 
and (xl, x2 ) E TX, x2 (x3 ). Together with each operation ad&,(,, ),h2(X2),X3, Add contains 
exactly those operations create,,,X,i,_..ik ( n any order) such that x E LX, Xl U X2 CX, 
k = 1x1 and ~3 results from x by the simultaneous substitution of the ijth variable 
in Xi U& for the jth variable in X, j E [k]. The relation ,U depends on the respective 
root states Cl = o(~,c,)(Si ) C Lo, C2 = cr(g,c,)(&) C Le of the automaton on Si and S2. 
It contains the following pairs: 
- (X,X), X E LX, 
- (hi(x),x’), (x1,x) E ~m,~(x'> for SOme x1 E zl, x,x' E&C, 
- @2(x),x'), (x,x2) E TY,~(x') for SOme x2 E C2, x,x' E&t. 
Again, the operations modify the structure according to the family of translations ZX, x2. 
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Thus the valid formulas without free variables constitute the state of the automaton, 
and the others are encoded in the structure itself during its construction. 0 
(Continuing the theorem.) We can identify the constant c E V with the formula 
x1 = c in L{,,). Then, satd,,,n takes its values in _&!i L. Now it would be nice to finish 
the construction with something like 
V(S) = relabn(keep~l(renf(satd,~,,(S)))) 
for S E 6 (%C), CC %??, where the relation 2 contains the pairs (%RJJ,R), R E &. 
Nondeterminism would allow us to put these operations on top of the term satd,YP(s). 
Unfortunately, only the relations in & can be introduced in this way, but not the 
constants. Although, by assumption, the relation Bc,t contains a unique element for 
every c E @, it is impossible to assign it to c. The operation renf (like quantifier-free 
definable operations in general) can only rename existing constants, not create them 
from relations. In general, the constants in @ have nothing to do with the present 
constants in C. The unique element in Bc,i need not be denoted by any constant in C. 
Therefore, it is impossible to specify a suitable mapping f : @ ---f C. We remedy the 
situation by introducing additional constants. This is the task of another transducer, 
which can do some cleanup besides. We can assume that I!, 2% and @ are pairwise 
disjoint. 
Claim 6.22. The set of evaluations const : satd,r,n(S) H q(S) on a submagma of Jz’~,J 
in A~_,&,J~Q belongs to a locally finite, FE,L-inductive set of evaluations. 
Proof. Let V(L_,~) = {v~,T 1 x E &,,,, T SI!~~,>} for every C Ci and define r$r(S) = 
keep,(S), adding the constants in r to S at the same time. Let us abbreviate (the 
equivalence class of) the formula x1 # xl to false. We show that V is 9~ i-inductive: 
l 1$,~(0~,0> = {O~U,~,O} and o^,r(O~,~) = 0 for r # 0. 
l Let Delete be the composition of all deleteR operations, R E 8, in any order. 
‘x’r(li,c) 1 
{Oiu@ 0 1 
{Delete( liug,c,_ r)} 
if x H false (and C = 0), 
otherwise. 
l Let a quantifier-free definition scheme A from (1, C) to (i, C’), C, C’ G 1, be speci- 
fied by $, OR, R E 1, and ICY, c E C’. We require that all constants in CUC’ have the 
form xi = c, c E %‘, and that &,,, is IC,,=, for every c E C’. Note that A effectively 
transforms the relation t9R into the relation R for every R E I!. We specify a corre- 
sponding j on the target structure: 4 ++ true, I!& H f&, R E L, and t& is arbitrary 
for R E 3,. Moreover, E, = xc, c E C’, and E, = 8,, c E r. (Both specifications 
agree on C’ n T, should it be nonempty.) Therefore, with Y’ = (0,) 1 II E T}, 
&,r(def@)) = 
def,-(u^o,**rl(S)) if false 4 Y, 
0 
otherwise. 
l ~,T(SlIISZ) = u ?;F=_; i$r,(Si)// u^X,~,(S2). (This guesswork could be guided by 
an extended automaton. It would suffice to increase the maximum quantification 
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depth by one, so that presence of the formula ZX~ v in the root state would indicate 
an occurrence of the relation v E r in the substructure. But the equivalent transducer 
in Lemma 5.5 is nondeterministic anyway.) 
Note that, despite all the transformations, the following invariants are maintained: If 
r&r is applied to S then x is of the form x’ V VcEC x1 = c and each relation us, v E r, 
contains a unique element. 
Finally, we can add const and define const(S) = renf(relab~.(u{*),c(s))). The rela- 
tion i is as above; f : @ + 1 u @, c I-+ f3,1 selects the constants. 0 
(Concluding the theorem.) The assertion follows from Lemma 5.5 and closure under 
composition (Proposition 5.7). 0 
The preceding theorem is quite robust with respect to the set of operations on the 
domain of the definable transduction cp, 6 (99, C), as long as all operations can be 
derived from those in F,g,q, C G V. Even more, only their logical properties (i.e., 
9g,w-inductivity of CMSOL formulas) are exploited. In short, any set of operations 
will do as long as it allows to evaluate CMSOL formulas by induction on the term 
representation of a finite relational structure. On the other hand, the theorem is rather 
sensitive to the exact set of operations on the range of cp, 6 (1 U &, 1 U @), because we 
have used a concrete set of operations to build terms for the image structures. If we 
wish to use a different set of operations then we have to prove that the construction we 
have just finished is still possible. We cannot specialize the theorem to every reasonable 
set of operations, but we will cover the interesting case where the image is a set of 
(simple) graphs. 
Corollary 6.23 (simple graphs). Theorem 6.20 holds if the image of cp is a set of 
simple graphs of sort n E N and only the operations renf, relab,, create&i,...i, and 
add,b,c are allowed besides constants and parallel composition. 
Proof. An analysis of the proof of the theorem reveals that no other operations are 
actually used. (This is the reason why we were so explicit in our construction.) The 
operations keep, introduced in the first claim are eliminated in the second (leaving all 
other VR operations essentially unchanged). 0 
The preceding corollary does not reveal any new idea when specialized to definable 
transductions from trees to simple graphs. It essentially repeats the proof in [6] to 
show that every image of an equational (or, equivalently, recognizable or definable 
in MSOL) set of trees under a definable transduction is an equational set (of simple 
graphs). The following theorem, on the other hand, contains a new proof for the main 
result of [ 131, if specialized similarly. It can be summarized as reducing the main result 
of [ 131 to the already mentioned result in [6]. 
Theorem 6.24 (graphs). Theorem 6.20 holds if the image of cp is a set of graphs of 
sort n E N and only HR operations are allowed besides the constants. 
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Proof. We assume that all graphs are written with the operations 9 of the preceding 
corollary and sketch an F-inductive set of evaluations to rewrite them with HR opera- 
tions. The basic observation is that all relations edge,, I E L, are introduced by add,,b,C 
operations (because they are at least binary and edges are different from vertices) and 
that, by assumption, no two different tuples in them share their first component. (Note 
that 6’ = {edge, 11 E L}.) But add a,& generates at most one occurrence of c only if 
a, b both occur at most once. Therefore, intuitively speaking, add,b,C operations are 
rare events; they can only occur close to the “bottom” of a term, i.e., in relatively 
small subterms which generate few edges. A set of evaluations can keep track of all 
relations edge, to be added and all relations ri, . . . , rk into which they could possibly 
break up. It needs to “remember” the add,,bc, create,,b,il.,,g and relab, operations it has 
encountered so far. The set of all possible “memories” is finite; an evaluation itself 
is the “memory”, of course. One can determine a sufficient number of sources to be 
introduced by consulting the “memory”. 
To be more specific, an evaluation UR,A,N,E,V is determined by 
l a rank-preserving relation R C(,fU&!) x (iU%?). It contains pairs (a,edge,) a E I!U&, 
I E L, such that edge, grows out of a relation a. R is updated whenever a relab, 
operation is encountered. 
l A & t U i%“, the set of all added edge, relations in disguise (due to possible rela- 
bellings). It may be updated when an add,b,C (or create,,b,$,,,.ji) operation is encoun- 
tered and c (or b) corresponds to some edge,, 1 E L, by R. We need it to determine 
whether such an edge has already been added, because it is possible that several 
add,b,C or createa,b,jl.,.g operations create the same edge. The contents of this set are 
also affected by relab, operations. 
l N C 1 U 4, the set of all relations assumed to be empty. Every time when we 
encounter an adda,b,c (or create~,b,i,.,,ik ) operation, we guess whether a, b (or a) are 
empty or not. We must remember these guesses in order to verify them later. The 
contents of this set are affected by add,b,C (if c E N then a or b must be included as 
well), create,&,,.,& (if b E N then a must be included as well) and relab, operations. 
l E c{(a, i)la E I? U &‘, i E [a(a)]}, the set of all relations containing edges besides 
new sources. It is like V except that one component (the ith) in each of its relations 
is an edge, not a new source. 
l V G t U C%?‘, the set of all relations with a unique occurrence. We have to introduce a 
fixed ordering on &JL% to determine the sequence of sources introduced by them. V is 
extended whenever an add,b,C operation is encountered, c corresponds to some edge,, 
I E L, by R and we guess that a and b are nonempty. In this case, a may be included 
in E and b in V. Likewise, if a create,,b,i,,,,i, operation is encountered, b corresponds 
to some edge,, 1 E L, by R and we guess that a is nonempty. The elements of V are 
affected by add,b,C (relations c may “split” into a and b), create,b,i, . ..it (relations b 
may be “reduced” to a) and relab, operations. 
The following invariant holds: ~?R,A,N,E,Y is constantly the empty set if some of A, N, 
E, V contain a common edge. We do not need to include these evaluations explicitly, 
however. 
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We introduce the temporary notation #Y for the sum of the arities of the relations 
in iv, and #E for the sum of the arities of the relations in E minus /El (because 
one component in each tuple does not count). An F-inductive set of evaluations is 
determined as follows: (We show only a few instructive cases and leave the rest to 
the reader. ) 
l ~~,~,~~,~(l~“~,~~I) = 0 if E # 0 and V’ # 0 or if E contains a relation of arity 
greater than one. Both conditions indicate that this constant denotes an edge and a 
vertex at the same time, which is impossible. Also, ~~,~,~,~.~(I~“~,~~~) = 0 ifN # 0, 
because the relations in N were assumed to be empty. &,A,N,E,v(~~~~,~,~) = {O&,P,) 
if E # 0 (and all relations in it have arity one). Obviously, this constant denotes 
an edge and is therefore superfluous. Otherwise, tjR,.r~,~,~(lt~~‘,Ii~) = {I~;,[#~+il), 
because each component of Y requires a number of new sources according to its 
arity. 
The case of an add,b, operation is the most interesting. Let us assume that cRedge, 
and that I E L is the unique such element. (In the general case, several or no edges 
may be added.) We have to guess whether the operation actually adds an edge, in 
which case we do it with RR operations: 
IjR,A,N,E,v(add,b,~(~)) = ren.~(~se~(~ @ R~~{~}~~,~~~s)~) 
u ~R,A,NU{a},E,dS) 
” ~R,A,N”{b},E, V(s) 
2 ~R,A.~“{~,~~,~,~(~) 
and c $ A. E’ = (E \ {(c, 1))) U ((a, I)) and Vr = VU (6). The number of sources 
(#E+#Y+,, or(a)- 1 ~#E+#V+~~, ~(b)+~~+#V+~ or ~(~~+~E+#V~~ according 
to whether (c, 1) E E, (a, 1) E E, b E V, where n is the sort of the graph S) of 
t?~,A,,{c.,N,EJ,Vj(S) is known, so an equivalence relation 6 and a mapping f can be 
specified approp~ately. If c E A then &,A,N,E, ~{add~,~,~(~)) = &A,N,E, y(S). 
We note that there are also a few other cases to consider, in particular that CR edge! 
for no E E L, but c 4 A and (c,j) G E for some j f [a(c)] (or c E Y, which is 
similar). 
A relab, operation mostly involves some book-keeping. Let us write V’r V if both 
sets have the same ~~dinality and r holds erementwise according to the ordering on 
z u &?. Similarly for E’ and E. Let N’ be the coimage of N under r, N’ = {a’ E 
i u & / (3a E N) a’ru). Similarly for A’ and A. Finally, R’ = R o r. We have 
IjR,A,N,E,v(relab,(S)) = U &,A~,N~,E~,IG) . 
E’rE 
Y’rV 
The result may be empty due to a wrong guess. 
o A parallel composition ii requires to guess how to distribute the sources. 
fiR,A,N,E,V@I l/s21 = t_j renf8 c y v (fUsedfiRA,N&Yl 6% )@fiR,Afl&j,~z@2>>> . 
E, L_JE~=&E, “+a I *~I~* 
v,“v*=Kv,ln!f=~ 
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The mapping ~E,,E~,v,,v~ takes care of the distribution of sources. The equivalence 
relation 6, on the other hand, does not depend on the distribution; it can be read 
from the type of II 
The image of cp is given by U{(edge,,edge,)l[EL},O,O,O,O. 0 
We do not know under which restrictions a converse of Theorem 6.20 also holds: 
When can a regular image of a set Q of finite relational structures be obtained through 
a definable transduction? A sufficient condition would be that Q is equational and there 
exists a definable transduction assigning to a finite relational structure in Q a derivation 
tree. This constitutes the first step, namely constructing a term denoting a structure. 
Simulating the (tree) transducer by a logical formula is routine. The last step, evaluating 
the obtained term to a finite relational structure, is a definable transduction by a result 
in [6]. However, constructing derivation trees via definable transductions seems to be 
difficult. A system of equations for which this is possible is called parsable. Courcelle 
conjectured in [5] that whenever a set Q of graphs is equational and definable in 
CMSOL then a parsable system of equations for Q can be chosen. He proved this 
conjecture for special cases only [5, 111. We add as a further open question whether 
the analogous statement holds for a set Q of simple graphs. 
7. Finite relational structures and nondeterministic operations 
Now we look at examples for nondeterministic operations. Of course, our goal re- 
mains to describe sets of finite relational structures by systems of equations and prove 
properties of them. We cannot hope, however, that sets of formulas are inductive in 
the sense of the previous section, which means that the defined sets of finite relational 
structures would be deterministically recognizable. In general, logical formulas distin- 
guish too fine. We confine ourselves to Y-inductive and V-inductive sets of formulas. (If 
the logical language allows negation, like CMSOL, both notions coincide.) Even then, 
by Lemma 5.13, satisfiability and validity of formulas would be decidable in equa- 
tional sets. At the time of this writing it is known that a set of graphs (over a finite 
set of labels L) having a decidable CMSOL theory is contained in an equational set 
(of graphs) with respect to deterministic operations [28]. Courcelle conjectured in [9] 
that the analogous statement holds for sets of simple graphs. (Note that CMSOL on 
simple graphs lacks the possibility to quantify over edges or sets of edges.) See [9] 
for a summary of known results. If the conjecture turns out to be true, nondetermin- 
istic operations could not be used to describe new interesting sets of finite relational 
structures. Their main use would be to describe an equational set by a shorter system 
of equations. 
Lemma 7.1 (union operation). If the set of predicates .Y for a functional magma M 
is inductive and fi,. . , f k E 9 have the same type s] . .s,s then 9 is Sinductive 
and V-inductive with respect to the relational mapping M(e), e E 8.T(F,x~,...,x,), 
dcrfined by e = f 1x1 . . .x,, +s . . +, f ,+x1 . . .x,. 
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Proof. Obvious. Cl 
Union operations always introduce bounded nondeterminism because 
for all I?zi E IV&~, i E [n]. Compositions of union operations are again union operations. 
Example 7.2. A combination of I%?[ ! unary quantifier-free definable operations on 
6 (9, U) is permutation of constants. The result rc(S) of S = (Ds, (rs)reg, (c~)~,w) is
(Ds, (rs)rEg, (f(~)s)~~u) with an arbitrary permutation f of %?. 
Permutation of constants can be used, e.g., to define a randomized parallel com- 
position as rc(rc(si)// rc(&)). Although the constants are indistinguishable it is still 
important to have (a finite number of) names for them-see below. This operation 
could be used in item 4 of Example 4.6. The trees in Ti possess y sources; one 
of them is chosen in step i + 1. 
Now we turn to a more general concept. We extend the signature by constants 
cl,. . . , c, and use them in a system of equations E. In general, the solution of E will 
depend on the values Ci C Mpcs), i E [n], assigned to these constants. (cl,. . . , c, can be 
seen as parameters of E, that is, additional variables without defining equations.) We 
assume that the mapping f : (Cl,. . . , C,, ) H _Y(E,M).xl is relational. (This will imply 
in general that each term appearing in E is linear, but the requirement f(. . . ,8,. . .) = 8 
is more serious. For example, at most one constant ci may appear in each equation if 
such an equation is not superfluous anyway.) Here we call f equational. 
Lemma 7.3 (equational operation). Assume that the set of predicates 9’ for a func- 
tional magma M is inductive and that the mapping f is equational. Then 9 is 
Sinductive and V-inductive with respect o f. 
Proof. We can replace each constant c, in E by an expression c,,~, + . . . + ci,pkz, where 
~1,. . , pk, E 9’ are the predicates of appropriate sort and ci,p is interpreted by Ci n j?. 
By Corollary 5.11, for each p E 8, there is a system of equations E’ describing 
2’(E,M).xl n j3. In fact, the proof of Proposition 5.6 shows that the same E’ can 
be chosen for each p. It contains variables of the form [x, p] where x is a variable 
of E and p E 9. If an equation for x in E contains the constant ci then the equation 
for [x, p] in E’ contains the constant ci,p and no other constants associated with ci. 
One can tell whether f (Cl,. . . , C,, ) fl j? = Y(E’, M).[xl , p] # 0 by determining which 
constants have a nonempty interpretation. This gives a decomposition of p relative 
to f and proves 3inductivity. ‘v’-inductivity is proved similarly. 0 
If we set A4 = _&g,~ and 9 = 92; in the preceding lemma then it follows 
from Fact 6.14 that CMSOL formulas are g-inductive and V-inductive with respect to 
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permutation of constants, randomized parallel composition, union operations and equa- 
tional operations in general. Therefore, satisfiability and validity of a CMSOL formula 
can be decided relative to an equational set written with such operations and those from 
the preceding section. A system of equations for the defined subset must, however, start 
from the (probably much longer) system of equations written with deterministic oper- 
ations. 
In the rest of this section we give some examples to indicate why it is difficult to 
get beyond “equational” nondeterminism. We only consider ordinary simple graphs in 
our counterexamples, that is, L = {Z}, p(Z) = 2. If there is an edge from x to y then 
y is called a successor of x and x, y are neighbours. Let us exclude the empty graph 
in order to avoid irrelevant exceptions. 
We first try to generalize quantifier-free definable operations to noncopying defin- 
able transductions such that all parameters are object variables and all formulas are 
quantifier-free. (It is out of question to allow copying transductions. We would arrive 
at propagating graph-01 systems [ 161. The set of square grids, which has an undecid- 
able MSOL theory, can be described by a system of equations using such operations.) 
The domain formula could be used to specify that the parameters are the constants, for 
example. But it can as well allow to create constants out of thin air, thereby producing 
an unbounded number of new structures. We let the operation guess,, n >/ 1, introduce 
n sources at random in its argument. 
We can derive a binary gluing operation I/,,, n> 1, as Gi //,,Gz = guess,(GI)// 
guess,(Gz). For example, //I is the operation glue in item 2 of Example 4.6. It 
obviously preserves connectivity, planarity, being a tree and many other properties. 
Nevertheless, this is only coincidence. 
Lemma 7.4. Not even jirst-order (predicate logic) formulas are Sinductive or ‘d- 
inductive with respect to //I. 
Proof. Consider the condition that every vertex has k successors (neighbours). One 
simple graph G in Gi jJlG2 satisfies it if Gi and G2 satisfy it with possibly one excep- 
tion. The latter property is more complex (in terms of quantification depth or similar 
measures) than the property of G. Therefore, the property in question does not belong 
to an g-inductive set of predicates. Its negation does not belong to a ‘v’-inductive set 
of predicates. 
Surprisingly, negation is not the problem-it can be handled by switching between 
3-recognizability and V-recognizability. (A proof would proceed by simultaneous in- 
duction on the structure of a formula x.) The problem are the universal quantifiers for 
3inductivity and the existential quantifiers for ‘d-inductivity, not even the second-order 
ones. 
The operations I/,,, n 2 2, are even worse. The equation 
x=x@l+x//2e+l 
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describes all simple graphs, where the constant 1 denotes a singleton set of a vertex and 
the constant e denotes a singleton set of an edge (with two endpoints). The first-order 
theory of finite simple graphs is well known to be undecidable. 
It does not help to restrict the introduction of sources to some “small” area. Take, for 
example, the operation that glues two arbitrarily selected neighbours. Again, not even 
first-order formulas are El-inductive or V-inductive with respect to gluing of neighbours. 
Consider the condition that every vertex has at most k successors (neighbours) different 
from itself and proceed as in the preceding lemma. 
Since random introductions of sources are not useful, we look at nondeterministic 
changes of edges. A natural generalization of quantifier-free definable operations in this 
direction is the following: Let us extend the definition by allowing several formulas 61 
for the same I E L. One of them is randomly chosen for each selection vi,. . . , ~~(1) E 
V. (A further constraint could impose upper bounds on the number of applications for 
some of the alternatives.) 
One operation of this kind is edge addition addl. It is defined by two formulas 01, 
namely true and edge,(xl,. . .,x,,(i)), and 8i,Hedge~(xl,...,xpcj,,) for every 2 EL\(I). 
It adds an arbitrary number of l-labelled edges to its argument. 
Lemma 7.5. Not even jirst-order form&s are Sinductive or V-inductive with respect 
to add/. 
Proof. The equation 
x = x @ 1 + add(x) + 1 
describes all simple graphs, where the constant 1 denotes a singleton set of a vertex 
and add is addr for the unique label 1 E L. 
On the other hand, this operation does not even allow to describe more simple 
graphs of bounded tree-width than quantifier-free definable ones. This can be seen by 
a straighforward adaption of [l]. (In fact, [l] arose from this investigation.) 
Dual to add/ is edge deletion deletel. It deletes an arbitrary number of I-labelled 
edges in its argument. Since addition of all l-labelled edges is a quantifier-free definable 
operation, deletel is not easier to handle. 
It is clear that additional constraints cannot improve the situation. The operation 
addf adds at most one I-labelled edge to its argument. This means that the formula 
61 H true is chosen for at most one sequence vi,. . , up(l) E V. But the equation 
x = x @ 1 + add’(x) + 1 
still describes all simple graphs. It is interesting to note that add: can be derived from 
guess,(lJ, fused and ren,f for suitable 6 and f. 
Another variation on edge addition is nondeterminism in the direction of edges. Let 
the operation vi,0 ,,_... +,,) (compare [14]), where al,. . , a,(l) are edge labels of rank 1 
(that is, vertex labels), add an l-labelled edge to a random permutation of each sequence 
of p(l) vertices carrying the labels al,. . . . a,(l). 
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Lemma 7.6. MS0 formulas are neither l-inductive nor V-inductive with respect to 
Vl,lZ,,....Q,~!,. 
Proof. This follows from the results in [9]. In particular, the equation 
x = vt,a,drelab#) @ lb) + b 
(a, b are vertex labels, l,, lb are constants denoting a singleton set of a vertex carrying 
the respective label, and f maps a, b to a) describes all tournaments, which have an 
undecidable MSOL theory. 
Finally, a similar statement holds for the operation extend in item 3 of Example 4.6, 
because it is proved in [9] that the class of all chordal graphs has an undecidable 
MSOL theory. 
8. Conclusions 
Are nondeterministic operations useful? In view of the preceding section we can- 
not expect to get equational sets with a decidable CMSOL theory that cannot be 
described by deterministic operations also. However, their descriptions may be sig- 
nificantly shorter and more natural with nondeterministic operations. It could also be 
interesting to consider proper fragments of MSOL which are not closed under nega- 
tion. Perhaps their formulas would give good examples for g-inductive or t/-inductive 
properties. 
Nondeterministic transformations, on the other hand, definitely have their merits. 
The open question, under which conditions can transducers be simulated by definable 
transductions, is challenging. 
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